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Ronnie
Huckeba
takes over
as head
football
coach.
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Tribble Era Ends At HU
Coach Resigns
Two Games
Into Season
By AMANDA PRUITI
editor in chief

Harding's
Service
Day
Returns
Students Get
Opportunity
To Reach Out

Longtime Harding football
coach Randy Tribble resigned
unexpectedly from his position as
head coach Tuesday morning,
Tribble, the longest tenured head
coach in Arkansas and the Gulf
South Conference, cited personal

By CARA GUGLIELMON
student reporter

reasons for his departure just two

Harding University's students
will rally co serve White County

/Wlilifi
~

games into his 14th season as head
coach and 27th at Harding,
"Randy Tribble has had a
great effect on the lives of all the
Harding football players he has

citizens during Bisons for Christ
next Wednesday from 3-6 p.m,
Directors encouraged participation
of those connected to Harding,
local church members and younger
people.
Organi2ed by Todd Gentry, the

coached over the years," Athletic

Director Greg Harnden said in
a press release. "He is a close
personal friend, and we in the
Harding athletics department

Campus and Outreach Minister

Randy and his family:·

at College Church of Christ, and
Liz Howell, director of Harding's
Office ofAlumni Relations, this day

Offensive coordinator Ronnie
Huckeba, who has been coaching

of service aims "to make relationships for a lifetime of service, not

and the Harding community love

at Harding since 1986, was named

just for a day," Howell said.
More than 1,000 students

interim head coach.
Huckeba was informed of

Tribble's decision in a meeting
with Tribble and H arnden at
about 11 :20 a,m, on Tuesday, The
announcement of the coaching
change was nor made public until
late in the afternoon,
see TRIBBLE page 3a

served White County six months

JEFF MONTGOMERY I Public Relations
Randy Tribble, 52, had served as Harding's fourth head coach since 1959 before resigning unexpectedly Tuesday, citing personal problems as
motivation for his resignation, Offensive coordinator and longtime assistant coach Ronnie Huckeba was named interim head coach for the
Bi sons.

ago in about 100 projects, This
year, Bisoru for Christ will include
hosts oflasr year's projects and a
handful of new ones.
"Everyday someone calls with
a new idea," Howell said.
Activities range from playing
games and practicing academics
or sports with Searcy's children
co helping widows dr those

Tax Hike Voted
Down By Searcy

needing help with manual labor
and raising money to help keep
the Bald Knob school from

~I
I.

closing.
New projects will include

By HEATHER BROWNING
student reporter

reducing maintenance cost.
Laforce sa id the city has

at after school programs, more

worked well to stay within the

efforts to bring children without

A proposed 1 percent gross

set budget for some time, but

sales receipr tax presented to

now believes the extra revenues,

Searcy citizens by Mayor Belinda

which would have been provided
by the increase in tax, is necessary
for the city.
"'The city has done an extremely
good job to this point making do
with what we had had to work
with and trying to maintain a
quality level of service," Laforce
said. "Bur, iris beginning to be

transportation co the play day
locations, providing coilecry care
packages to senior citizens at about

Laforce and the city council was
voted down in a special election

held Tuesday, The increase d
sales tax was set to expire Dec.

31, 2010.
The propos ed tax increase,

which supporters say would have
benefited the capital replacement
fund, police, fire and the streets and
sanitation deparnnent, 'WdS rejected
by voters by a margin of 1,729 ro
607, according to unofficial poll
results as of press time.

According to Laforce, had the
proposed tax passed, 40 percent
of the revenues would .have been

provided to the streets and sanitation
department, 25 percent to the lire
department,25 percent to thepollce
department and 10 percent ro the
capital replacement fund, which
Laforce said would have benefited
all city deparunents by providing
funding to replace worn out equipment and vehicles, and therefore

increased play days with children

90 homes in Elm Terrace, visiting
White County Children's Safety
Center, additional singing groups
at nursing homes and Harding

Place, building and decorating
boxes for collecting donations for
foster children in local businesses

to, a community blood drive and
doing office work at CASA, an

more apparent that we have a
limited amount of reco urses to
continue in this manner, especially
if \Ve do not have the manpower
to implement the tasks."

According to Laforce, the city has
been shon between six to nine police
officers, two to four firefighters, six
to 12 sanitation workers and two
to four street labor workers since

JanllaI)I hugely as a resultof the city's
inability to offer competitive pay as
compared to governmenr agencies
in citi es such as Cabot, Jacksof\-

organization chat trains people co

defend in court victims of child
abuse and neglect,
Searcy's officials thought ofideas
for the service day as well.
"Michael Lincoln, county

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Bald Knob High 5chool supporters march with their float during the White County Fair Parade on Monday. Bald Knob must raise over $2 million to repay loans owed from recent construction projects.

Bald Knob Fights To Save School

ville, North Little Rock and Little
Rock.

By JEREMY WATSON
copy editor

see TAX page 3a

Punch-Out

The community ofBald ~ob
is determinedly pulling together
cowards a goal of raising more than
$2 million to save their school
district from being annexed into
another because of their debr to
the Stace Department.

The Bald Knob school district
has until Sept. 24 to raise around
$2.2 million to repay loans taken
out for the construction of new

buildings,
The loans were miscoded, and
\Vere taken out as short-term loans
for operational fees instead of
long-~erm loans for construction

costs. Had they been long-term
loans, they could have be en
moved into an extended payment

plan and a large part of the debt
would have been covered by the
government,
"The building project did
take more than was originally
planned," said Connie Cox, who
is in charge of fundraising. "We

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Two students at the Titans mixer duke it out with oversized
boxing gloves. Third round mixers begin next week.

borrowed money, and if it had
been coded right, we could have
rolled those over into long-term
loans, They took our those shortterm loans and you can't roll over

short-term loans: they have to be
paid when they come due, where
if it had been revolving loans
we could have paid it out over a
period of years. So that's why we
have an immediate debt chat had
to be met."

The district fuund out about the
debt in mid-August, and has been
undergoing a massive funclraising
campaign called S,O,S, , or Save
Our School, since the school year
began in early September.
In about two weeks more
than $800 thousand has been
raised through almost every type
of fundraiser imaginable, from
car and dog washes to sporting
events like a tug-of-war and a
"shoot-a-than" to numerous bake
sales around the area and a cake
auction, where some cakes went

for more than $200. Social dubs
Shancih, Ju Go Ju and Ko Jo Kai
organized a bake sale to benefit
Bald Knob that took place at
Harding SepL 6 and 7 in the
Student Center,
"When we found out about

their situation in the beginning
of the year I knew we needed to
hdp our," said Mallory Evans, the
service project director fur Shantih.
"We decided to plan a bake sale

"'If' is not in our

judge, has spoken to all the
mayors about opportunities for
us to se rve in the county and set

the counrywide cleanup for the
same dates as Bisons for

Christ~"

Howell said. "[Some] ideas [are]
painting playground equipment
and other jobs throughout the
county."

vocabulary, OK?"

Prior to the day's kick-off,
Harding will hold a prayer
Connie Cox service, starting at 9 p.m. next
fundrai ser for ba ld knob Tuesday in Cone Chapel, asking
for Bald Knob, While working on for God to work through Bison's
our bake sale we found out Ju Go ' for Christ, Wednesday night the
Ju was planning something along College Church of Christ will
the same lines, So we decided sponsor a meal from 6 p,m, to
to come together and plan the 7 p,m. and, starting at 7 p.m., a
devotional with reports about the
bakesak
"The cool thing is that some of day's ministry.
"It's very exciting to see how
the teachers at Bald -Knob spent
the
Lord is working in the lives
their day off on Labor Day baking
goods for our bake sale, so we had of students and how the Lord is
opening doors ... co do service in
plenty of things to sell."
The bake sale at Harding made the community," Howell said,
Evidence of God working in
$1,025 forthe S,O,S. fund, and
many of the items left over were people's lives through participants
taken to a yard sale held in Bald of Bisons for Christ was shown
Knob on Saturday, Sept. 8. The in the response to lase year's jail
S.O,S, campaign is also raffling ministry projecL The group gave
off both a 2007 Ford Focus and candy bars to people in jail. On
a Suzuki Eiger 400 ATV, hav- the candy were stickers that said,
ing a beauty pageant, wrestling "We care about you:·
match, silent auction and book
fair and hosting several ocher
fundraising events, all in the

"One person [who received
a candy bar] sent us an e-mail
chat said , 'Sometimes we're

next week before th e SepL 24
deadline, If they do not reach
their goal, they will refund all

forgotten and we just wanted
to let yo u know how much it

donations.

Howell said,
see SERVICE page 3a

see DEBT page 3a

meant ... to gc:t a candy bar,"'

2a
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Bin Laden Appears
In Video On Sept. 11
Signifying the Sept. 11 attacks in a video
released Tuesday, Osama bin Laden upheld his
message aimed against Americans, stating, "It remains for us
to do our part. So I tell every
young man among the youth
of Islam: It is your duty to join
the caravan (of martyrs) until
the sufficiency is complete and
the march to aid the High and
Omnipotent continues."
BIN LADEN
After bin Laden's initial video
appearance, al-Shehri Luciano,
a highjacker on American Airlines Flight 11, which
collided with the World Trade Center, threatens
Americans, stating, 'We shall come at you from
your front and back, your right and left."
While Frances Fragos Townsend, Bush's homeland security adviser, believes that bin Laden's
threat is negligible, terrorism experts cite evidence
that al-Qaeda is growing in strength, notably along
the Afghanistan-Pakistan border; the group endeavors to plot attacks in a more-forceful manner.
1
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Bush Supports
Petraeus' Plan For Iraq
On Thursday President Bush notifed Americans
of his current strategy regarding American troops.
The strategy is largely the work of Gen. David Petraeus, commander of U.S. forces serving in Iraq.
Petraeus' advising consists of the removal of U.S.
troops in Iraq to "pre-surge" levels; by July 2008 a
loss of 30,000 troops is expected to occur.
Criticism of Petraeus' plan stems from the
Democratic Congressional leaders, deeming that
the reinforced security measures as outlined in the
plan are exaggerated.
The White House claims that the amount of
troops in Iraq is directly related to the need, and as
such the current conditions are deemed ripe for a
decline in troops.
Additionally, the White House confirms that the
main objective in Iraq is success, defined as a
country capable of independence and stability.
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At MTV Awards'
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With her combination of sporadic lip-synching,
scant clothing and jerky dance moves, Britney
Spears' attempt to re-launch her career was largely
unproductive.
Spears' first album in four
years is scheduled for release
on Nov. 13; her new single,
"Gimme More," has been
widely played nationally on pop
playlists and on YouTube since
its release two weeks ago.
Only time will tell which
SPEARS
of her recent developments
- her MTV performance or her
popular single - will affect her career for better or
worse.

Facehook Policy
To Change In October
Starting in October, Face book users who have
their profiles listed to include "everyone" in their
search privacy setting will find themselves visible to
millions surfing the Internet.
The Yahoo, Google, and Microsoft search
engines will yield the name and photo of Facebook
members if they do not privatize their search
privacy settings.
Providing the reason for this change, the Facebook company stated, 'We wanted to give people
who had never come to Facebook, or who are not
currently registered, the opportunity to discover
their friends who are on Facebook."
Upholding Facebook's decision, a number of
Facebook users note that the company has alerted
its members in a timely manner, and the profiles
listed online will remain limited in content.
Nevertheless, this change does not resonate
well with some Facebook users, who attest that
they chose to use Facebook due to its private
qualities.
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Junior Janee Jones (left) leads the way in the Harding Alumni Meet last Saturday, m~~n~ng i~ ,S,~?rp,y~ f',)rmer and-curter.it ci:oss GQ\:li'ltry runner§
competed against each other.

"There has been pain,
discomfort and loss.
These were real human
beings who loved and
were loved by others."
-Utah governor Jon Huntsman,
addressing the audience gathered in a memorial for the six
miners trapped after an
earthquake

"I don't want to see his
family go through this.
It's better to know what
happened. You have that
uncertainty hanging over
your life."
-Wiliam Ogle, a professor of
biomedical engineering at the
University of Florida, hoping
that missing adventurer Steve
Fosett's plane is found soon

SEPT.14
Lady Bisons Soccer
vs. Tampa, 7 p.m.

"To me, it's like putting the first man on the
moon or splitting the
atom. We've shown that
if the right treatment
is given to people who
have a catastrophic injury that they could walk
away from it."
-Dr. Barth Green, chairman of the department of
neurological surgery at the
University of Miami school of
medicine, commenting on the
crippling spinal injury of Buffalo
Bills' tight end Kevin Everett

"Um, no."
-Donald Rumsfeld,
Former U.S. Defense Secretary,
after being inquired if he misses
President George W. Bush

SEPT.15
"The Holiday';
7 &9p.m.

Benson

"It's like a mosh pit in a
rock concert; you just
keep going. The street
was like a red river."
-Alan Doyle, a first-time
participant in the Spanish festival known as Tomatina, which
entailed a food fight comprised
of 117 tons of tomatoes

ii

"I know the world _is going to turn upside down."
-David W. Coterel, a
retired auto worker who, along
with his two children, won the
$314M Powerball

"To conclude, I invite you
to embrace Islam"
-Osama Bin Laden, in a
recent video of his, the first to
appear in three years

SEPT.16
Lady Bisons Soccer
vs. Southwestern
Oklahoma, 3 p.m.

/;

•

"Music and Lyrics';
7 &9 p.m~ Benson

SEPT.17
Men's Clubs Meet

5

- The number of head
coaches since the football
program was restarted
in 1959. Huckeba was named the 5th
head coach on Tuesday.

Rosaro Andino, pianist
7 p.m., Administration Aud.

SEPT. 19
Bisons for Christ
3-6p.m.

SEPT.21
Lady Bisons Soccer
vs. Texas Woman's, 7 p.m.

•
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The Bison

DEBT: Adversity Brings Bald Knob Community Closer
CONTINUED from 1 a
"'If' is not in our vocabulary,
ok?" Cox said. "We would refund
every p enny, but we just do not
see that happening.
"We have fundtaisers galore
lined up for the next two weeks.
We feel sure that they will take
our amount and they'll give us a
little longer to come up with the
rest if we d o n't have the whole
2.2 million. But we're working as
hard as we can to meet that, and
all we can do is hope and pray
for the best."
The teachers and administra·
tors at the Bald Knob Public
School said they have no doubt
that they will either reach their
goal or chat their tremendo us
fundraising effort will be enough
to demonstrate to the state board
chat they are working hard to fix
their problem and will be able
to fully pay off the debt given

"So m eti m es yo u
don 't know w hat
so m eth i ng really
m ean s to you u nti l
you're abo ut to lose
it."
James Staggs

assistant news ed ito r

Knob school district will receive
95 percent of the revenue from

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
The Bald Knob Bulldog mascot joins in the White County Fair Parade
on Monday. The "S.o.s:; Save Our School, campa ign has been in effect since the beginning of the Bald Knob school year.

"I t hink that the response
of th e peopl e has been more
am azing than the fact that
we were $2 million in debt,"
Staggs said. "And as a result of
it, our people come together.
Really good things sometimes
come out of adversity, and I
th ink this is going to be one of
those sit uations, where people
h ave p ulled together. We'll be
a stronger community.
"Now we're really going
to appreciate what the school
really means to us. Sometin1es
you don't know what something
really mean s to you until you're
ab out to lose it."

Helping Bald Knob
Schools
Donations to the Save Our

School fund can be sent to:
C ~izens

State Bank

PO Box 200
Bald Knob, AR 72010
Contributions can also be taken

to the Bald Knob Public School
as well as the Citizens State
Bank, Regions Bank and First

Community Bank in Bald Knob.
Forms to print and fill out to
donate money.

•

CONTINUED from 1a
While Huckeba has never served
as head coach at the collegiate levd,
he has coached at H arding for 22
seasons. He served 10 seasons as
~.coonlUµtor bdOO:ooaching

the offense beginning in 2005.
"I feel very confident that I can
do this job, and I Itel very prepared,"
H uckeba said. "There's not a doubt
in my mind - I was able to turn
the switch real quick."
Huckeba said he never intended
on being head coach at Harding
under such circwnstances in midseason, especially after Trib ble's
sudden departure.
For Huckeba, Tribble is "like
a brother." The two had roomed
together in college, been the best
man in each other's wedding and
coached together at the high school
level and later at Hard ing.
The promotion of H uckeba
red uces the number of assistant
coaches on staff to fo ur. Klay
Bartee , the safeties coach , is
atCend ing the Hardin g U n iversity in Greece program this
semester. Huckeba said he is
not concerned abo ut having a
shorthanded staff.
'Tm very fortunate that the guys
I have ate outstanding C hristian
men and leaders," Huckeba said.
"They're the kind that respond
positively to adversity. As this situ·
ation is an adverse situation, we're
going to respond as Christians do.

" I' m very fortunate
that the guys I have
are o utstaf')ding
Christian men and
leaders. They're t he
k ind that respond
positively to adversity.
A s this situatio n is
an adverse situatio n,
w e're going to respond
as Christi ans d o.
W e're go ing to lean
o n the Lo rd and move
forward."
Ronnie Huckeba
head football mach
We're going to lean on the Lord
and move forward."
Tribble addressed the players at 3
p.m. tcammcetingtoannouncehis
resignation, which took place two
~ befure Harding's home televised
game against North Alabama.
"They are very resilient young
men," Huckeba said. "They were
shocked and heartbroken, but we're
going to bounce back."
Other coaches and players were
unavailable for comment before
press time.
Tribble was only the fuurth head
coach fur Harding since the school
reinstated the football program in

Kindling curiosity within
first-coursC a.c counting students,
the work of Dr. Phil Brown and
Bobby Churchman of the College
of Business Administration have
received national recognition ,
earning the Bea Sanders/American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants Innovation in Teaching
Award.
Gary Ross received honorable
mention for incorporating the
"Monopoly" board game into his
teaching methods.
"We are excited to have aH
three of these fac ulty members
receive this national recognition," COBA Dean Or. Bryan
Burks said. "This is an excellent
example of scholarship activity
relating directly co the classroom
instruction for the betterment of
our students."
Brown and Churchman's
presentation "Attracting the Best
and Brightest to Accounting: Establishing an Honors Accounting
Principles Class" was exhibited at

the American Accounting Association annual meeting, held in this
past August in Chicago, Ill.
Award selection committee
members from both AJ C PA and
AAA had formerly judged the
presentation; their criteria was
based upon the presentation's
capability of sparking student
interest in accounting, integrating
the presentation tenets within other
academic sertings and developing
student scholarship. This is the
second time the award has been
granted.
" We were humbled by the
honor," Brown said.
Churdunan said he and Brown's
collaborative work is "a way to attract more ofthe best and brightest
to the field of accounting."
While Churdunan and Brown's
work is intended to draw more
interest to the field of accounting
at Harding, it will also be shared
with other institutions.
C hurchman and Brown will
display their presentation at the
Collegium on Change in Accounting Education in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
on Oct. 4.

Tax: Changes Still Necessary
CONTINUTEDfrom 1a
Laforce said the money that
was to be provided to both of the
public safety departments would
have been used to improve wages
of existing personnel in hopes of
alleviating the city's problem with
retaining its trained staff.
Despite what the mayor said
she believes is a legitimate need
for an increase in tax, the majority
of Searcy citizens felt the tax was
uncalled for. Dr. Lou Butterfidd,
professor of communication, said
he voted against the proposed
tax because he simply felt it was

a "bad tax."

TRIBBLE: Departure Leaves Shorthanded Staff

3a

Brown, Churchman
Receive Awards
By SAMANTHA HOLSCH BACH

interim superintendent

the tax increase.
''There's no question in my mind
that our people, even though they
have d ug deep in their pockets to
get to this point, they will support
that," Staggs said.
''.And the good thing about that
is, is that a lot of it will be paid
by people passing through here,
beca use we're the funnel for all
those who come from the north
going to Little Rock, and all those
that come from Memphis going to
an extended tim e.
the lake. Another thing we have
"We have until the 24th of going for us is our community
September, and at char point has never fu.iled a millage increase
some of us are going to go before since its inception in 1896."
the state board and probably get
One thing heard from everyone
raked over the coals pretty good in Bald Knob is how much this
for Jetting our school district get has done for the community spirit.
in chis shape," said James Scaggs, Many people have said that the
the interim superintendent.
community has come together
"Two million doll ars would over the past few weeks to race this
probably be a cinch. But anything challenge of raising the money in
less than that just gives us a win- the short amount of time.
dow, a hope, an opportunity that
"It's brought our community
the state board will sec that wh en
together," Cox said. "We have
we present them a plan, that we're had fundraisers like not keeping
going to pull ourselves out of this score at ball games, just having
in a couple of years if they just a blast; tug-of-war where people
give us time."
are just pulli ng together: even
A part of that plan is a n though they're pulling in opposite
ordinance that was passed by directions they're pulling together
the Bald Knob city council last for a common goal, and it's just
Monday night.
been wonderful."
Staggs requested that they
The administrators said they
propose a sales tax increase to are all incredibly thankful for
be voted on in November based t he respon se fr o m everyone
on a statute that allows the city in the Bald Knob community
council to give a portion of the and beyond. They said that this
money coll ected to the sch ool situation will change how they
district. It will be on th e ballot view their school and what it
on Nov. 13 . If passed , the Bald means to them.

Frid ay, Septem ber 14, 2007

"I believe the voters of Searcy
showed a great deal of wisdom
in defeating the proposed tax
increase by nearly a margin of
two-to-one," Butterfield said.
"The citizens of Searcy deserve
a good fiscal policy and management, which is based on what is
best for the city."
Chairman of the history department Dr. Kevin Klein, who
was unab le to vote in Tuesday's
election because he lives outside
of the Searcy city limits, said he
believes the tax increase may not
have passed because of the fiscally
conservative nature of White
County, publici=I disagreements

between city officials, the perception of economic uncertainty and
because the tax was set to sunset
in three years.
Klein said he believes it is difficult to convince voters that an
increase in taxes for three years
will serve as a logical soluti o n
to a problem that is "both acute
and chronic."
C ity alderman and H arding's
assistant vice president of!T Mike
Chalenburg said h e was disappointed with Tuesday's outcome
because the city needs the revenues
that wo uld have been produced
through the tax.
"In my opinion, the city needed
the revenue. Our salaries are not
as they should be and we have a
definite need to upgrade some of
our infrastructure," Chalenburg
said. "H owever, the people have
spoken and we will abide by their
wishes.
"I still think we need to make
some changes and the mayor and
council will be working-toward
making those."
Accoriling to Laforce, as time
goes by, if the revenue rares continue to lag behind the city's cost
of doing business, the quality of
services offered might suffer, and
citizens will begin to notice.

SERVICE: Leaders Credit God
JEFF MONTGOMERY I Special to the Bison
Fo rmer coach Randy Tribble speaks with players during a game.
Tribbl e helped guide the Bisons through the transition from the
NAIA to NCAA Division II in 1994.

1959. He graduated from Harding in 1977 and returned as the
secondary coach in 1981.
Tribbl e served as defensive
coordinato r before becoming
h ead coaGh in the sun1mer of
1994 followin g the departure
of Larry Richmond, who had
coached th e Bisons for six seasons before also resigning for
personal reasons.
Hardin g was beginning its
tran sition from the NAIA ro
NCAA Division II when Tfibble
took over as head coach. He led

the team during those transition
years, coaching in th ree different
confere nce and rwo years as an
independent team.
His best season was in 2002
when he coached the Bisons to 9-2
record and a second place finish in
the GSC, the seco nd-best record
in Harding history.
Tribble exited with 73 victories
and a .544 winning percentage.
Only John Prock, wh o coached
I 0 seaso ns longer than Tribble,
has more ca reer v ic tori es at
Harding with 11 4 .

touched our lives. We can't wait
for them to come back this time,"'
Howell said.
Even with these positive responses to their efforts, leaders
of Bisons for C hrist knew they
had to rely on G od to make this
year's event possible.
''Weknowwecan'tdoitwithout
the Lord's blessing. He's opening
doors for us we could never get
into." Howell said. "Some people
just need a little help, and that's
what we're there for."

CONTINUED from 1a
"The Bible says 'If you give
a cup of water in My name ... ;'
we're able to give a candy bar in
His name," Howell said.
The staff at Judsoniis children's
home also responded last year to
Bisons for Christ volunteers from
Ko Jo Kai.
"Juanita Gay, the House
Parent, said, ' They were the
best young ladies we've ever had
come out. They were awesome
and ministered to the Lord and
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PA Program Graduates

County Fair

SpE

First Class Of Students
75 Percent Of Grads Working In Profession
By TIFFANY BERKEN

student reporter

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
Chancellor Clifton Ganus Jr. speaks to a crowd at the White County Fair on Thursday. Ganus,
speaking on Senior Citizens Day at the fair, handed out awards to the olde,st man and woman in
attendance.

The state ofArkansas produced
its first graduating class of physician assistants Saturday, July 28.
The ceremony was held here at
Harding University.
The profession itself is only
about 40 years old. Dr. Eugene
Stead of the Duke University
Medical Center in North Carolina
put together the first class of PAs
in 1965 to expand the availability
of medical care in the face of a
shortage of primary care physicians. He based the curriculum
of the PA program in part on
his knowledge of the fast-track
training of medical doccors during World War II. There are now
144 PA programs in the United
States, but Harding houses the
only one in Arkansas.
The idea of a PA program at
Harding originated back in the
2002-2003 school year when
former Vice President ofAcademic
Affairs, Dr. Dean Priest; Math
Department Chair Dr. Steve Smith
and Pre-Med advisor, Dr. Debbie
Duke, began noticing an increased
interest in students wanting to
attend PA school. President Dr.
David Burks supported the notion in honor of his wife. While
receiving cancer treatment in Texas,
Mrs. Burks often preferred the
presence of her physician assistant

"As an unproven,

untried program we
al I worked together
to develop this
program ... the first
class especially, and
God has taken care of

them."

Michael Murphy,

director of PA program

to her oncologist.
The timing ofthis development
could not have been better. The
U.S. Department of Labor Bureau
Statistics reports that employment
of PAs is expected to grow much
faster than average through the
year 2014.
1his expansion is caused by the
expanding health care industry,
concerns for cost containment and
newly-implemented restrictions
to shorten physician residency
work hours.
According to the American
Academy of Physician Assistants,
the 2006 mean total income for
physician assistants working
at least 32 hours a week was
$84,396. PAs planning in surgical subspecialities can earn above
$100,000 a year.
In a graduating class of only
16, 13 students have already
taken and passed their PANCE
certifying exam and about 75

Tues
Studies:

percent of them have already
accepted jobs.
"I think that says a lot about
our students, but also about our
program;' said Dr. Michad Murphy,
director of the PA program.
Like any establishment in it's
maturing stages, the PA program
has its challenges but its faculty
and students are revising and
improving on a daily basis.
The program has already seen
a vast increase in the number of
applicants. At the end of the application process in 2007, a total
of 181 students had applied. As of
pow, 190 applications have already
been submitted for 2008.
With a country in a primary
care crisis and on the verge of a
Universal Health Care program,
physician assistants will undoubtedly play a large role in the next
generation of medicine.
Upon reflection of the recently
graduated class, Murphy expressed
great pride in the students.
"They came here with the faith
that God was going to take care
of them ... and we've all kind of
taken that approach," Murphy
said. "As an unproven, untried
program ... we all worked together
to develop this program ... the
first class especially, and God has
taken care of them.
"There has been crying and
there has been laughing. We've
made friends for life."
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H 20 Program Allows Students Healthcare Adopts ·New Technology
Second Chance to Study Abroad
By JAMES FERGUSON

student reporter

By CARA GUGLIELMON

student reporter
Harding now offers a new
overseas program in Italy for past
participants of the university's
international programs.
Students of the new program,
H 20, will be housed at the Avanti
Italia Bible School building in
Scandicci, approximately halfway
between downtown Florence and
Harding's villa in Florence. The
program was started this past
summer with one student who
attended Harding's campus in
Florence, Italy, during spring
of2007.
A primary reason for creating
Hp wa:s to help fund the Avanti
Bible School program by renting
its buildings. It also provided a
cheaper and more flexible way to
spend a second semester overseas,
as opposed to attending another
of Harding's international campuses.
"The cost is completely variable," said Dr. Jeffrey Hopper,
the dean of international programs. "The only requirements
are paying for rent and taking
Italian. The rest is from a menu
that the students pick. So the
program could cost less than
half of HUF or HUG or all the
way up to the same cost if they
want a lot of courses."
Courses will be customized
to students' needs and the
program run based upon the
Harding University in Florence
semester. Hopper said options
would include independent study
courses, online courses, any HUF
classes the student needs and the
mandatory Italian.
While Hopper is ultimately in
charge of the program, Avanti's
directors are akin to house parents and Robbie Shackleford,

director of HUF, will oversee
academics.
Harding senior Andrew
Caldwell, the first student to
experience H20, enjoyed the
flexibility of the program.
"[I had) freedom," Caldwell
said. "Whereas other programs
are very set out with trips and
classes, I went to Florence every
day. The first week ofJuly, I went
to a Church of Christ camp for
Italian kids."
Independence is one advantage
offered by the new program.
"The students are really on
their own in a way they aren't
anywhere else in the Harding
system," Hopper said.
In addition to independence
and personalized academic
schedules, H 2 0 gives students
the rich cultural experience of
exploring Florence and the rest
of Europe, social opportunities
with the locals and the church
members in Florence, the option
ofjoiningAvanti in their mission
work and a spiritually supportive
community with the Avanti and
HUF students and staff.
"They can expect to experience
independence, an amazing city
and as much European travel as
they want or can work in," Hopper said. "The atmosphere in
Florence is so amazing it is hard
to describe. A vibrant, active and
beautiful city, full of great coffee
places, wonderful restaurants
and other things."
To be eligible for H 20, students
must have attended another of
Harding's international programs
and gained the approval of that
program's director. Students
can go as early as next semester.
Students can sign up in the International Programs office in the
Sears Honors House.
Several students have expressed

T

interest in H 20. Senior Emily
his past summer I
Stutzman is among those who
interned at Arkansas
plan to attend the program in
Children's Hospital in
January 2008. She said the experience· would be useful for her their Systems Development
Group. Once there I stepped
future plans.
"The H 20 program will expand into a world that was entirely
my world knowledge, and that will different to any other I'd seen
be valuable for whatever career I in health care before. In the
past 10 years SDG has compursue," Stutzman said.
''I'd like to be a college profes- pletely changed the look and
sor ... and travel opportunities are feel of Arkansas Children's
Hospital. One of the most
valuable for anyone teaching."
Stutzman endorsed H 2 0, exciting projects I worked on
not only for the excitement at Children's Hospital was with
and relaxation it will offer her a project called "Carepoint,"
between graduation and gradu- which is Children's solution to
ate school, but for the positive the need for a new entertainresponses to Harding's interna- ment system hospital wide.
Carepoint consists of a 32-inch
tional campuses.
"H20 is going to be an awe- television, an 18-inch touch
some opportunity for anyone screen on a swing arm, an Xbox
who can fit it into their schedule," 360 and a media center PC all
at the bedside.
Stutzman said. .
All of this hardware plus
Caldwell's experience with H 20
confirmed Stutzman's assessment a custom software package
that SDG built gives the child
of the program.
"It was cool," Caldwell said. the ability to watch digitally
"I recommend doing it, as long recorded movies, access the
as you plan to go and be mature internet, watch educational
and represent America well and videos specific to his or her
to have an open mind. The most diagnosis, play Xbox 360 games
important thing is to have an and so many more features.
Every aspect of this system
open mind."
Caldwell advised future Hp is built to hospital specificastudents to invest themselves in tions. For instance, the touch
learning abour Italy and immers- screen will act as the TV remote
ing themselves in its language because remotes are usually
and culture in order to make the contamination hazards and
the keyboard is made out of
most of this opportunity.
silicon
so that it can very easily
" Research and study up
on Tuscany, Italy, if you can be cleaned. Parents can use an
because you have a lot of op- internet portal to set access limportunities to go on weekend its for their child's TV, Xbox or
internet usage. Also, that same
trips," Caldwell said.
"Try to start speaking strictly portal can be used for viewing
Italian to other students. Take educational material even after
advantage of the time you have the child has left Children's
... watching TV and movies all Hospital. Carepoint allows
the time-I wouldn't advise nurses time to do their job
and provide better patient care
chat."

you that you can leave. It was
at this point that I gave him a
questioning look: where was
my happy little piece of paper
to get my meds? He smiled and
said, "I've already sent your
prescription to the drug store
using my laptop. They should
start working on getting it filled
in a few minutes." This means
no more paper for receipts or
storage.
Wornock said he was very
passionate about the benefits
that his system brings to the
table. They have the ability to
observe time tables on how
long it takes to get to patients
after they have signed in which
leads to quicker customer care.
Soon Dr. Wornock hopes
to implement a patient portal
which will allow patients to fill
out routine forms, pay their
bills and access to their medical
history online.
Ever since that point I've
spent time looking at and
researching IT and the health
care industry. I've found that
it's not just my family clinic
back home that is still treating
me the same way they've treated my grandparents, but this
is a wide-spread issue. There
are doctors all across the US
that will make you wait all day
long, charge you non-competitive prices, prescribe antibiotics
when they aren't necessary and
use other inefficient methods
simply because they don't need
to change.
The type of pro-active care
found at Arkansas Children's
Hospital and locally at
PrimeCare can and should
be duplicated throughout the
health care industry. Yet, many
are afraid to cake a leap into
the world of IT. But the time is
coming fast where clinics will
either change or slowly die our.

instead of having to crack down
a TV cart and an educational
video.
All of this was very different
from the doctor's offices that I
grew up with. As I came back
to Harding from the swnmer,
my head was full of curiosity. When had the health care
industry changed? My family
doctor still has mountains of
paper files and still does things
the caveman way, but somehow
a technologic:¥ paradise was
running around in the same
town. So you can imagine my
surprise when I walked into
Searcy's PrimeCare early this
year with a head cold.
For those of you who don't
know, PrimeCare is a Searcy
clinic on the corner of Race
and Main run by Dr. J. P.
Wornock, a former Harding
student.
As soon as you walk in they
are able to enter data about you
into their system. They can put
everything in there from your
name to even a scanned picture
of your student ID. As you are
taken back to triage to figure
out what is wrong, a nurse enters in data that you give to her
on a laptop. This information
is then immediately available
to anyone in the clinic. This
feature is especially useful when
a patient is in urgent need of
care and a conference is needed
to determine the problem.
When the doctor comes
in to see you, he's carrying a
laptop with your file pulled up.
You tell him what your problems are and he enters them all
down into the computer. He
comes up with your diagnosis,
tells you what he recommends,
just like any other doctor, but
then it gets strange. He'll ask
you where you want to pick up
your prescription and then tells
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Speaker: Cynicism Is Demoralizing To Troops
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Michael Murphy,
director of PA program

to her oncologist.

The timing of this development
could not have been better. The
U.S. Department of labor Bureau
Statistics reports that employment
of PAs is expected to grow much
faster than average through the
year 2014.
This exparuion is caused by the
expanding health care industry,
concerns for cost containment and
newly-implemented restrictions
to shorten physician residency
work hours.
According to the American
Academy of Physician Assistants,
the 2006 mean total income for
physician assistants working
at least 32 hours a week was
$84,396. PAs planning in surgical subspecialities can earn above
$I 00,000 a year.
In a graduating class of only
16, 13 students have already
taken and passed their PAN CE
certifying exam and ab-out 75

him ," Russell has retired from
th e service, traded his gun for
a microphone and taken up a
speaking circuit. Fate has nor been
quite so generous with Hussein.
And long after the execution of
Iraq's former dictator, the conflict
in his country remains far from
buried.

By NICK MICHAEL
student reporter

t ent Of Grads Working In Profession
"As an unproven,
untried program we
all worked together
to develop this
program ... the first
class especially, and
God has taken care of
them."

percent of them have already
accepted jobs.
"I think that says a lot about
our students, but also about our
program," said Dr. Michael Mwphy,
director of the PA program.
Like any establishment in it's
maturing stages, the PA program
has its challenges but its faculty
and students are revising and
improving on a daily basis.
The program has already seen
a vast increase in the number of
applicants. At the end of the application process in 2007, a total
of 181 students had applied. As of
µow, 190 applications have already
been submitted for 2008.
With a country in a primary
care crisis and on the verge of a
Universal Health Care program,
physician assistants will undoubtedly play a large role in the next
generation of medicine.
Upon reflection of the recently
graduated class, Mwphy expressed
great pride in the students.
"They came here with the futh
that God was going to take care
of them ... and we've all kind of
taken that approach," Murphy
said. "As an unproven, untried
program ... we all worked together
to develop this program ... the
first class especially, and God has
taken care of them.
"There has been crying and
th ere has been laughing. We've
made friends for life."

Iraq , the troops must remain
entrenched until the Iraqi government can walk on its own.
Therefore, any official exodus
would lose the war, defy rhe
cause and disrespect the sacrifice
of fallen soldiers.
And sti ll , among che media,
the public and politicians, sentiment seems to be gathering co
pull out of Iraq.
Russell argued chat cynicism
and grumbling back home not
only d emoralizes A m erican
soldiers but also persecutes their
families and bolsters the ranks
of Iraqi insurgents.
As one of the captors of Saddam Hussein, Russell gives U.S.
soldiers a much-needed stateside
voice.
Volunteers are shou ld ering
rifles and risking their Jive s
for what they believe to be th e
greater good, both for America
and Iraq.
Hi s faith in progress and
confidence in the Iraqis' abi li ty
to defend themselves is enco~r
aging by any standard . .To him
and American forces in Iraq,
supporting the soldiers while
opposing the war is an "absurd"
position .
"It's like saying I support bakm
but I'm against bread and I wish
they'd quit making the stuff,"
Russell said.

The speaker for the Ameritan
Studies Inst itu te Distinguished
Lecture Series Lt. Col. Steve Russell rose ro th e podi um \V i th the
polished, robust self-assurance of
a thoroughly mili tary man .
As the United States continues
Wh ether yo u are a Den1ocrat
to bloody her hands in Iraq, the
or Republican , chere's no denying the dram a of Steve Ru ssell's American people have become
mission: playin g hide and seek increasingly disenchanted with
in an exoti c loca le wit b a n un - the responsibility to spread democracy.
seated despot, na1nely Sadda rn
With Democrats clamoring
Hu ssein.
for withdrawal and Republicans
Over a peri od of m o n t h s,
Ru ssell and hi s battali o n fol- demanding patience, the politilowed a bread -c r umb t ra il of cal climate in the United States
tip s and treas ure th rough the has become stormy to say the
Iraq i countrysi d e co H usse in's least. And it is here that Russell
interj ects.
do orstep (or mo re prec isely,
10 Russell, the war in Iraq is
under it), w here he had m ad e
nor a banner for a party to wave
his bed in a ce llar.
nor a quandary for intellectuals
After th e p rope r appli ca tio n
to discuss.
of force, hi s t roop s d is lod ged
a du sty, bed raggled Husse in ,
The war in Iraq is a mission
for America to back fervently
who with th e fai rness exp ected
of any re s p ect a bl e di c t at or and 'vithout question. The
brushed himself off and offered hearr of Russell's message was
this: if American lives are beto negotiate.
Needless to say, the inanh u n t ing spenr, American support is
was called off, the tyrant bagged non-negotiable.
To su pply this support,
and America \voke up to d iscover
Hussein's shaggy 1nug on th eir Americans must also support
doorstep. Th e cat had ca ug ht the troops' ca use, i.e. victory
in Iraq.
its mouse .
To emerge victorious from
Now four years after '\ve got
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you that you can leave. Ir was
at this point that I gave him a
questioning look: where was
my happy little piece of paper
to get my meds? He smiled and
said, "I've already sent your
prescription to the drug store
using my laptop. They should
start working on getting it lilied
in a few minutes." This means
no more paper for receipts or
storage.
Wornock said he was very
pas.sionare about the benefits
that his system brings to the
table. They have the ability to
observe time tables on how
long it takes to get to patients
after they have signed in which
leads to quicker customer care.
Soon Dr. Wornock hopes
to implement a patient portal
which will allow patients to fill
out routine forms, pay their
bills and access to their medical
history online.
Ever since that point I've
spent time looking at and
researching IT and the health
care industry. I've found that
it's nor just my family clinic
back home that is sri11 treating
me the same way they've treated my grandparents, but this
is a wide-spread issue. There
are doctors all across the US
that will make you wait all day
long, charge you non-co mpetitive prices, prescribe antibiotics
when they aren't necessary and
use other inefficient methods
simply because they don't need
to change.
The type of pro-active care
found at Arkansas Children"s
Hospital and locally at
PrimeCare can and should
be duplicated throughout the
health care industry. Yet, many
are afraid to rake a leap in to
the world of IT. But the time is
coming fast where clinics will
either change or slowly die out.

Students Send Cards, Serve In Community
By ASHTON REELY
ne w s e ditor

photo by Cra ig Rainbolt \The Bison
Senior Laura Blo unt, j unior Bethany Yarbrough, senior Betsy Carr and Soph. Machelle Johnson perform with th e Good News Singers on Tuesday night as an introduction to Lt. Col. Russell's speech.

Piano Virtuoso Andino
To Perform Monday
Spec ia l to th e Biso n
Students have rhe ra re oppo rtunity to see a virtuoso a t
work wh en the !vfus ic Depa rtm ent hos ts acc la imed pianist
Rosario Andi no o n Monday at
7 p .m. in the Ad 1ninisrration
Auditorium .
Andin o, w h o
was born in C u ba
but rai sed in t he
U.S., will be performing teclm ically
challenging works
by masters such as
Frederic C ho pin, ANDINO
Franz Liszt, Robe rt Schumann,
Joseph Hadyn an<l Heitor V illalobos.
Monday will marl<thc tliird time
Andino has played at Hardin g.
uWhen you're p resented with
a li st of perfor m e rs you can
invite ... [Andino] stands o ut,"

,

6,9,t 12 Mo.

"It is interesting to,
submerge yourself in
the music; to see what
the composer wants
you to see, to feel
what the composer
wants you to feel."
D r. C liff G a n us,
p rofessor o f music
said Dr. Cliff Ganus, professor
o f music and director of choral
activities. "S he has p roven her
skill as a concert pianist.
" Even [non-music majors]
have told me they knew they were
hearing something special."
Andino was trained in the
Russian school by famed teachers
Vera Maur ina Press and Jascha
Fischermann. She performed her
first concert at the age of 6 and

graduated with honors from the
Fischermann Conservatory in
Havana and the Chatham Square
Music School in New York City.
Her performances have earned
her severa l awards, inc ludin g
the Music Critics Circle Prize
in Cuba.
She tours the U.S., Mexico and
Europe annually and is known for
her grand manner style, which,
according to Ganus, is marked by
Hamboyance and individualistic
expression.
"She's playing classical music,
but it's interesting classical music,"
Gan us said. "It is interesting to
submerge yourself in the music;
to see what the composer wants
you to see, to feel what the composer wants you to feel."
Stud ents can purchase tickets
in the Administration Auditorium
on Monday night before the
concert for $2.
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An idea that was born on the
Harding campus is now in the
process of becoming nationally
renowned - cl1e idea of a Narional
Day of Encouragement.
During the National Leadership Forum in June, students
split into discussion groups and
we re asked to come up with
the biggest probl e m w ithin
their high schools. Not only
were they expected to name the
problem, they also had to plan
a solution.
Many groups answered 'YJ'ically,
saying the biggest issues came in
the form of drugs, alcohol and
sex; one group took the idea
one step further and found the
problem from which all the others stemmed.
"One of the groups, as part of
this year's event, came up with
the National Day of Encouragement because they believed the
number one problem in their
school" was discouragement,"
said Andrew Baker, co- director of the National Leadership
Forum. "[lbey felt] it was an
overarching prob lem that lead
to drugs, alcohol, sex and all of
the other problems that other
people had said."
Though the activity is presented to students every year at
the forum, Baker said thi s was

" Have the courage
to encourage. Being
negative comes
naturally. Encouraging
takes a little effort."
And rew Bake r
co-director of N LF

the first group w-he gatLtC:. the
root of the problem and tried to
make a change.
The staff of the lnstitu te for
Church and Family has since
taken on the project. lbe Day
of Encouragement team, which
is made up of staff members, has
been working with government
officials to publicize the event and
make it oflicial.
Baker said Mark Pryor and
Blanche Lincoln, Arkansas' U.S.
senators, plan to present the idea
on the senate floor. A message
from President Bush w ill seal
its acknowledgement and add a
national tide to it.
Junior Beth Strate, director
of communications for the S.A.,
has teamed up with the Institute
for Church and Family to get
the word out. She has helped
contact government officials and
informed the student body about
the event.
Even though she has been busy
getting others involved, Strate has
her own plans to encourage.

A HARDI NC UNIVfHS11\ \Tl'IJC'1 PUBUCATIO\

"I'm making cards and posters,"
Strate said. "I'm sending notes to
friends. I plan on encouraging all
the people close to me ."
Junior Heather Johnson said
she, too, wi11 use this day as an
opportunity to encourage others
around her by sending letters.
The Narional Day ofEncouragement will be recognized each year
on Sept. 12. Jn a Harding press
,release, .B'a ker said the cb.tc ""'"
tliosen in hopes ofbalancing11he
discouraging feelings associated
with Sept. I I.
Groups are already planning to
do service projects in their communities, write notes to soldiers
and their families and participate
in other acts of encouragement
on this day.
Participants may also go to
www.letsencouragc.com to find
form letters to send to Congressional representatives and a
proclamation to adapt for use
in their own churches, schools,
cities or states.
Baker said in a world where
so much emphasis is placed on
negativity, people need to realize
that small acts of encouragement
have a big impact. He said the goal
of this project is to get people to
realize the power of encouraging
others.
"Have the courage to encourage," Bak.er said. "Being negative
comes naturally. Encouraging
takes a little effort."
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CRAIG RAINBOLT \The Bison
Lt. Col. Steve Russell speaks in the Benson on Tuesday, discussing his role in the search and capture of
Saddam Hussein. Russell kicked off the 2007 American Studies Institute Distinguished Lecture Series.
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y father once cold me that if
On Sept. 11 , ASI
you're caking a stand for anyspeaker Lt. Col.
thing, people will hate you.
Steve Russell spoke
The older I get, the more I underof his involvement in stand his words. When I first heard of
capturing Saddam the "controversy" surrounding Le. Col.
Hussein. Russell speaking here, I was shocked.
Harding students Maybe it's just me, but when the man
that helped capture one of the worst
voiced mixed feelings tyrants in all history comes to speak at
about Russell's my school, my first reaction is not one of
promotion of the anger. It is of appreciation.
Perhaps instead of condemning the
War in Iraq.

Jeremy D. Beauchamp
FACULTY ADVISER
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Harding administration for agreeing
with the War on Iraq (War on Terror),
we should look at this as a non-partisan
The views expressed issue. This is bigger than Republican and
here are those of Democrat, chis is bigger than pro-war
the autho rs and not and anti-war. This is anti-evil.
necessarily of the
We are celebrating the liberation of
Bison staff. a country from the h ands of tyranny
and oppression, and we are praising the
man who had a crucial role in chat liberation. We are praising the man who
helped hunt down a killer comparable
only to the likes of Stalin and H itler.
We are praising the man who risked his
life so we could have the freedom to
criticize him.
The fact that I am having to write this
article is exactly what Russell was talking
about on Tuesday; he wants our support,
not our opposition.
How are we expected to win a war
when our own citizens condemn the
men that are fighting it? There are men
fighting anCl dying everyday so that we
can have the right to protest them; if
only the citizens of Saddam's Iraq had
had that luxury.
I find it ironic that one of the most
deadly and dangerous men in the
history of the world, Mikael Gorbachev, can come speak at Harding and
nobody utters a word, but if a man re-
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INFORMATION
The Bison is a cam p us newspaper, edited and largely financed by
students, seeking to provide highquality journalist ic d iscussion of
issues of concern to t he Hard ing
comm unity.
It also serves as an educational
tool for students, providing practical
experience to enhance skills learned
in the classroom.
Th e Bison recognizes it s re sponsibi lity to be accu rate, fair
and objec t iv e in its reporti n g
w hi le u p h o ld in g th e Chri sti an
id eals for which Harding University exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum
for student perspectives, welcoming
letters to the editor which adhere to
ethical and professional standards
and are no m ore than 300 words
in length.
Signed columns appearing in the
Bison are the views of the writer and
may not reflect the official p olicy of
t he Harding University ad ministrat ion. Unsigned columns represent
t he view of the editorial board.
The Bison is pu b lished weekly
(except d uring b reaks, test w eeks
and summer sessions) by Harding
University, Searcy, AR 72149. Subscription rate: $10 per year.
Periodica l pos t age (USPS
577600) paid at Searcy, AR 72143.
Postmaster: Send address changes
to Harding University Box 11 192,
Searcy, AR 72149-0001. Contact
t he Bison office at 501-279-4139
o r 501-279-447 1 or send faxes t o
501 -279-4127.

LETTER POLICY
The Bison welcomes your
views on issues ofinterest to the

Harding C0!11ffiunity. l..errers
to the editor liom students,
fuculty, administrators and
the Searcy community are
encouraged.
Letters must be signed,
contain a phone number for
veri£cation and be no more
than 300 words in length.
The Bison reserves the right
to edit letters for style, clarity
and brevity.
Letters to the editor may
be submitted to HU Box
11192 or thebison@harding.
edu

PITT DAVIDSON

Guest

Space
sponsible for the
How are we
capture of a mass expected to win
murderer speaks a war when our
here, it is "conown citizens
troversial." Even
condemn the
Russell's tactics
are called "conmen that are
troversial." The
fighting it?
man puts barbed
wire around a
city and forces males to be registered;
chat sounds like a war time tactic to
me. It's not like he ordered men to
torture, kill and rape the innocent;
actually, chat was Saddam's son Udayy.
The only thing "controversial" about
Russell is that he didn't throw that flash
grenade into the hole where Saddam was
cowering.
Lt. Col. Russell is one of the greatest men to ever grace this campus, and
instead of mud slinging and protesting,
perhaps we should stand in applause
with the deepest sense of humility and
respect for a man that does what is right,
no matter the consequence or criticism.
If you choose not to do this and disrespect the sacrifice of and selflessness of
chis man, then perhaps you are in the
wrong country. I hear Montreal is lovely
this time of year.

PETE DAVIDSON is a guest columnist for the Bison and may be contacted at pdavidson@harding.edu

Russell Blind To Iraq Failure; War Unjustified

T

he Benson audience gave
American Studies Institute
speaker Lt. Col. Steve Russell
three standing ovations and absolutely no questioning Tuesday night. The
audience gave him one standing ovation before he even uttered a word,
and this blind support is representative of the entire nationalistic pro-war
movement.
American hawks encourage
thoughtless deference to governmental authority and openly assert that
questioning the war or the nation's
leaders is unpatriotic. The attitude
that America is always justified in its
actions is extremely misguided and
the attitude of "God blesses America''
is even more tragic.
Russell offered unconventional
justifications for the Iraqi war. First,
he argued that we should continue
the war simply because he believes
we can achieve military victory. H e
went on to imply that America's war
against Iraq had God's divine blessing. The first justification is circular
and dangerous while the second is
theologically flawed and frightening.
One by one, the conventional
justifications for this war have also
fallen. We now know that there
were no stockpiles of unconventional weapons, no nuclear programs and no ties to Al Qaeda. In
shore, Saddam Hussein was not
a threat .co the United States or
to any of its allies. Desperate for
justification, pro-Bush apologists
turned to human rights; however, if
the human rights situation in Iraq
was bad, the situation since the USled invasion is even worse. Ethnic
tensions in Iraq that were for the
most part subdued by his powerful,
centralized regime are threaten-

DAVID MANE$

Guest

Space
ing to split the
The most
country into
important
pieces. Over one questio n is:
year ago, the
will we as
most credible
Americans let
and indepenour natio ndent study on
alistic pride
Iraqi casualties
overrure our
estimated that
judgment?
655,000 Iraqis
have died because of rbe u ms
The fact remains that American action in Iraq was and is wholly unjustified.
We cannot bring back the lives of
the soldiers who were tragically killed
fighting in this war no matter how
many more lives we throw in after
them. We cannot get back the money
that our government has sunk into the
failed governments of Iraq no matter
how much more we offer them. The
most important question is: Will we as
Americans let our nationalistic pride
overrule our judgment?
Russell cited French strategies in
the Algerian War in his speech, which
was ironic since the French lost in
Algeria. But it is a fitting analogy,
because the threat American forces
face in Iraq is very similar to chose
that faced the French in Algeria.
Algeria should have been a historical
lesson chat counter-insurgency in a
nation violendy opposed to occupation is impossible. Algeria showed
chat victory does not come from

killing individual fighters, but from
a broader war of ideas. France lost
that war just as America is losing the
ideological war in Iraq.
Vietnam also should have served
as a historical lesson to Americans.
Vietnam showed that militaty tactics
do not convince a population to accept Western democratic ideas. It also
showed that America could eventually be beaten by an endless supply
of low-tech soldiers willing to rise up
against its highly-trained army. But
Americans have never been especially
good at learning from history.
I stood with the crowd out of
respect three times during R1.1ssell's
speech in the Benson auditorium,
but I did not clap because he fights
for a misguided cause. We cannot
blame the soldiers for the Iraqi
quagmire. The blame for Iraq's
failure as a democratic nation-state
rests on two groups of people.
The first is the Bush administration that entered the White House
seeking justification to invade Iraq.
They misled themselves and the
American public into the war in the
first place and they refuse to open
their eyes to their failure four years
later. The secon'd group chat is to
blame is represented by some of the
audience members in the Benson.
Those who applaud militarism and
glorify the United States of America
as a nation "blessed by God" and
who refuse to question their leaders
deserve blame for Iraq's failure. We
must all open our eyes before we
follow our leaders and listen before
we clap.
DAVID MANES is a guest columnist for the Bison and may be
contacted at dmanes@harding.edu

ennessee has never once reminded me of New York- until
recendy. As I approached the
World Outreach Dome near Memphis,
the Statue of Liberty rose over the horiwn. 1his Lady Liberty, however, had replaced her torch with an enormous cross.
Her bronze crown read "Jehovah" while
the pedestal beneath her feet proclaimed:
AMERICA RETURN TO CHRIST
My car automatically found its way
into park as my hand found the camera
zoom. I stood, speechless, marveling up
at the revised icon. Yet again, Christians have put more dollars than brain
cells into their collection plate, erecting
an idol to ignorance that symbolizes
the belief that a Christian's job is "to
return America to Christ."
In 2001, the ACLU filed a lawsuit
against Alabama's ChiefJustice Roy
Moore for displaying a wooden set of the
Ten Commandments. Moore retaliated
with an even larger 5 ,280-pound granite
version (paid for with taxpayers' dollars).
The Alabama Supreme Court rotunda
became Mt. Sinai as Moore unveiled the
Ten Commandments saying, "May this
day mark the ... return to the knowledge
of God in our land."
Both Moore and the monument were
eventually removed, to the dismay of
thousands of protesting Christians who
had spent weeks outside the courthouse.
This is just one example of a good
motive - standing up for moral sanctity - turning into further pettiness
and inconsistency within the religious
community.
The issue of God's name on our
currency is another controversy that will
intensify as it is most likely removed in
the coming decades." There are sure to be
Christians picketing. There are sure to
be bumper stickers. And all I can think
of is the spec of white powder brushing
up over God's printed name and into the
nose of some junkie. "In God" the gangster trusts. "In God" the prostitute trusts.
"In God" the congressman trusts. And it
is at that moment that the hatred from
Muslini extremists towards America's
hypocrisy becomes perfectly clear.
I don't fully understand the politics
behind our Constitution, our First
Amendment or the separation of
Church and State. I don't pretend to.
But as a Christian, I can voice my
frustration with those who still believe
in some "manifest destiny'' for this
ungodly nation. They vote for a President like they're voting for a preacher:
"Whichever Republican prays the most
will get my vote."
Before Jesus offered his famous
"Give to Caesar what is Caesar's, and
to God what is God's," the Pharisees
said chis of him: "Teacher. .. you
aren't swayed by men, because you
pay no attention to who they are
(Mt. 22:16)." Jesus used no bullhorn
or billboard, but offered the world a
transformative lifestyle.
I am not politicking for either side of
current-day controversies; I am simply
tired of the over-reliance on symbols to
speak for our faith. Christians shouldn't
need statues, t-shirts, tattoos or even a
moral president to follow Christ. If our
president supports gay marriage or abortion, we are to follow Christ. If our media begins saying the "F-word" on the 6
p.m. news, we are to follow Christ. If our
retailers stop saying "Merry Christmas,"
SO WHAT: We are to follow Christ.
And if our government begins hunting Christians down, throwing them in
jail and nailing them to posts along our
interstates, we are still to follow Christ,
because we are not responsible to change
the world, but, as Gandhi said, to "be the
change you want to see in the world."
God bless America? God bless the
USA? God bless Texas?
God won't bless one acre of this
country before he blesses the woman
in India who has nothing but still
gives to her ch ildren, the man on
death row who prays at night but has
never told anyone and the child in
Africa who has never tasted communion or worn a tie to church, but
knows more about Jesus because he
actually loves his brother more than
himself.
God has blessed America. How will
we repay him?
TYLER JONES is the opinions editor
for the Bison and may contacted at
tjones3 @harding.edu
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"Here's what Americans can do to sacrifice for our sol iders: sacrifice doubt,
sacrifice anxiety, sacrifice cynic ism, sacrifice any notion that will cause us
to come home from this war as losers. "
-Lt. Col. Steve Russell speaking to a Harding crowd Tuesday on his service in the Middle East

•

This Article Is Rated PG-X:X:X:

I

started to watch a movie last night, but
foolishly, I wanted to see what the film had
been rared first. So I got our my magnifying glass and looked on the back of the DVD
box. Once I found the PG-13 rating 20 minutes lacer, I tried co read the description below
it chat explains the specific content. Taking
the box down to che chemistry Jab to use the
Omano E-ZVU-8 mega pixel digital microscope, I could now see the sub-atomic make-up of
the box itself Bur rhe print was still too small.
When I called the DVD customer support
hotline, a woman in Bangladesh told me that,
"'The rating ofthjs film is the 13th of P and G." I
tried the film Web site, which was currently under

construction. Next, I called rhe Motion Picture fusociation of America, but all ] got there was an old
recording of Jack Valenti saying I shouldn't watch
pirated DVDs. As a last resort, I just watched the
movie, only to discover char it was rated PG-13
merely because of the graphic violence, profanity,
disturbing images, scenes of incense peril, drug use,

sensuality, nudity, sexual content, crude humor,
adult situations, deviant behavior and a scene

involving a scary spider.
Incidentally, I was shocked to learn char the
film industry actually uses the term "deviant

behavior" in its ratings. As I wondered what
behavior the famously open-minded Hollywood
would possibly consider "deviant," ] remembered that one scene in the movie showed a
person voting Republican.

MICHAEL CLAXION

Anyway,

my point
is that the
film rating
system is
absolutely
meaningless.
Hollywood
In order to get an R clearly wants viewers
rating now, a film co ignore it. First, the
ratings themselves are
must contain at
nearly impossible to
least 14 assaults per locate. The names of
minute upon viewer the third stunt double
and the key grip appear
sensibilities.
in larger print than
the rating. No doubt
studio executives assu1ne if they hide the rating, then
more parents will rent "Saw Ill" for their first-grader's
slumber party.
But the worst problem is that the rating system
hasn't kept up with the increasing intensity of film
content. To use an already tired clichC, PG- 13 is
the new R, since most films rared PG-13 today
would have clearly been rared R a decade ago. This
means chat in order co gee an R rating now, a film
must contain at least 14 assaulrs per minute upon
viewer sensibilities. For instance, if you edited the
profanity out of last year's Oscar winner "The Departed," the film would lase about seven minutes,
just long enough for Jack Nicholson to put on his

Guest

Space

sunglasses, mug for che camera and shoot somebody.
This can only get worse. I envision a new "G-7"
raring to warn parents that some Pixar films may ·
have more potty jokes than they want 6-yearolds to see (and quote in public for the next two
weeks). Elmo and Barney will soon put out unrated directors' cur DVDs, with scatological outtakes
and double-enrendres. Ar the other extreme, action
films will become so unbelievably violent that only
war veterans and ER nurses will be able to watch
them. If you thought "300" was bloody, wait for
next year's sequel, "313."
I remember the first PG-13 rated movie. It
was "Red Dawn," and it came out in 1984. In
the film, Russia invades rhe United States, and a
band of high school students led by C. Thomas
Howell fights back. There was, as they say, mucho
killing. At one time, "Guiness" considered it the
most violent movie ever. Bur now, 20 years later,
its violence seems quaint. Anyvvay, the whole point
of a PG-13 rating was to let parents know that a
film might be too intense for the average pre-teen.
Now a PG-13 rating - if you can find it - means
that the film might be too intense for the average Mafioso. Cover your eyes, Tony Soprano: that
spider scene coming up may put you in rherapy.

MICHAEL CLAXTON is an assisstant professor of English and a frequent contributor to
the Bison and may be contacted at mclaxtol@harding.edu

Who, Why, Where Is Waldo?
The Search For The Guy In The Candy-Cane Shirt Continues
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aving been an RA for three years, I've
learned one thing: every dorm room at
Harding is unique. Some are decked our
with Spiderman posters clinging like cobwebs to the
walls, while others are smeared in glowing computers, Halo 2 soundtracks and sub-woofers larger than
most cows. A few rooms even have the olfactory
allure of scrumptious cooking - but these are less
common on the.gun' side of campus.
.,,,,
- Being an '.English major, I've always prided my
(half of the) room as having a refined, yet appealing
couch. Among my treasures are a sepia-toned picture
of Prague's skyline, a signed Relient K poster and,
most dear to me, a thick copy of "1he Complete
Poems and Plays ofT. S. Eliot." When someone new
comes into my room, I am sure co direct their eyes
to these trophies, hoping for a nod of approval for
my epicurean standards.
Yet, infallibly, the visitor's attention is almost
ar once caught nor by my nice sec of poems or my
carefully selected posters, bur by some items which I
have always thought much more mundane: "Where's
Waldo?" books. I keep these lying about in case the
comfy bed mattress looks like a more appealing spot
to do homework than my desk does. The Waldo
books are large hardbacks, easily holding a sheet
of paper, yet they are thin and light so as to service
perfecrly for a makeshift clipboard.
My museum-curator face always turns from my
precious posters to the ancient childhood artifact
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"It's like a mash pit in a
rock concert; you just
keep going. The street
was like a red river."

I

-Alan Doyle, a first-time
participant in the Spanish festival known as Tomatina, which
entailed a food fight comprised
of 117 tons of tomatoes
en, chairrtment of
ery at the
i school of
.ing on the
of Buffalo
in Everett

Rumsfeld,
Secretary,
he misses
e W. Bush

"I know the world _is going to turn upside down."
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The Bison welcomes
your views on issues of

"To conclude, I invite you
to embrace Islam"
I

interest to the Harding
community. Letters to
the editor from students,
fac ulty, administrators and
the Searcy community are
encouraged.
Letters must be signed,
contain a phone number
for verification and be no
more than 300 words in
length. The Bison reserves
the right to edit letters for
style, clarity and brevity.
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Lady Bisons Soccer
vs. Southwestern
Oklahoma, 3 p.m.
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propped
haphazardly against a
dresser. "Oh
yeah, I've had

- - - - - - - - those a while
...." I say, as
emba:rrassed for the childish contents of the Waldo
book as a literature reacher is when caught rea'ding a
romance by Danielle Steel.
Bur the visitor never seems to hear, already to
the seventh page, hooting our a delicious "] found
Waldo!" before I can make my belated amends.
Tirelessly, I will look through the book with the
visitor, being careful not to point out all the Waldos
whose locations I have memorized since age four.
Ir makes me wonder what exactly is the appeal
of these books, which according to my 1988 edition, rhe first sold over 200,000 copies among 20
countries. Is Waldo really so much to look at? Is
it the eccentricity of his cane? Maybe the elfish,
winsome nature of his puffy cap' The challenge
of finding one man amidst thousands of tiny
characters?
Maybe finding Waldo is the initial attraction of
these colorful books, bur rhe more I look through
them, rhe more I realize that their complex, feverish pictures tell a thousand stories on every page

without uttering a single line of narrative. Mischievous blue monks cast spells on fire-shooting priests,
sylvan druids play tricks on helmeted knights invading their forest and giants engage in games of chess
using serfs as pieces while other serfs send windmills
thumping against the giants' faces.
The books are filled with chicanery and clever,
playful plots. Call them retro, vintage or a revisiting
of the ·~os, Pl!t. these books still have a fascination
for cO'll~ge'sh'ideli'rs, and I think that's because they
can still capture our imaginations, still remind us of
that childish joy that we hope we never lose. How
often do we ger co see children when our lives are
made up of triangles raking us from our dorms to
classes to Wal-Marc, and back to our dorms? How
easy is it to forget the wonder and small pleasure
elicited by a funny-looking guy in a candy-cane shirr
hiding behind a patchwork world? In a time of our
lives consumed by term papers, looming projects,
intense devos, social acceleration and mind juggling pressures from parents, teachers and friends,
sometimes we just need co rake a break, revisit char
fantastic world of Waldo, Wilda and the Wizard
Whitebeard and get lost again in chose childhood
delights.

NATHAN SHANK is a guest contributor for the
Bison and may be contacted at nshank@harding.edu

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

a

-David W. Coterel,
retired auto worker who, along
with his two children, won the
$314M Powerball

-Osama Bin Laden, in a
recent video of his, the first to
appear in three years

the visitor
NATHAN SHANK has found
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College Republicans Requested To Apologize For Flyer

e all know that if one wishes to find mudslinging,
For those who do not feel chat this statement was in bad
one need nor look further than American policies.
taste, what if the College Democrats had posced similar flyers
Boch major parries in our rwo-parry system are
with inflammatory slogans accacki~g the very morals of the
Republican Parry platform? I wonder what the reaction around
guilty of this at some time or another, bur one might assume
char the students of Harding University would be above such
campus might have been if slogans such as, "We'll vote Repubignoranr statements; if any of us have made chis assumption,
Hean when they stop starving the lower class," or, "We'll vote
we have been proved wrong.
for rhe GOP as soon as they stop ordering rhe killing of Iraqis
for weapons of mass destruction char do nor exist."
Members of the College Republican group on Harding's
campus have marred their organization's name
[The fl e ]
I can only imagine rhac these statements would incite
in rhe minds of their fellow students. Although
include~ ~n
quire an uproar among the College Republicans and
many other students and members of our community.
student organizations are nor allowed to oper- 0 ff en S • e SI 0
remini~cent of: n I can see signs posted rather prominently accusing
are without a faculty sponsor, members of rhe
College Republicans -with no faculty mem- tr ck sto bum er Democrats of being tt:rrorisrs and a danger to national
usticker~"We'lf security. Bur what retaliation did we see from the Colber listed as a sponsor - have recenrly posted
vote D~mocrat
lege Democrats after rhe distasteful Ayers were exhibited
a Ryer around campus that probably would nor
when the sto
around campus? What posters or Ayers have the College
been allowed if a Harding faculty member had
killing ba6ies"~' Democrats posted in an immature, unloving fashion?
been asked to approve of the statement printed
at the bottom. The flyer, which was co inform
••
The answer to both of these questions is "none."
students of an upcoming meeting for the
While the anti-Republican slogans I have writgroup, included an offensive slogan reminiscent of a truck stop
ten about are completely hypothetical and satirical, I cannot
bumper sticker: "We'll vote Democrat when they stop killing
- unfortunately - say anything of the like ro defend the acbabies!!"
cusarions of murder that the College Republicans have brought
The flyers were posted where students, faculty, staff and even against the Democratic Party as a whole. I feel that, on behalf
of the students involved in the slanderous tagline, the Hardvisitors were likely co have read this statement. Posted on rhe
very doors and columns of this institution was an accusation
ing chapter of the College Republicans should apologize to the
students, faculty and friends of Harding University in the form
that anyone belonging to the Democratic Parry is a murderer. I
do not see how anyone - regardless of his or her stance on the
of an open letter.
United State's government's role in abor tion - could defend
rhe wording of this statement.
-CHRIS BERRY, Sophmore

TALK BACK:

SEPT. 21

"I hardly ever go there. I
pretty much go

Lady Bisons Soccer
vs.Texas Woman5, 7 p.m.

nowhere."

-Jean Marc Carbonneau,
Sophmore

•
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If you were king of Race Street for a day. what would you do?
"I wou ld make it
National Taco Bell Day
and march people down the
street handing out cheesy
fiesta potatoes and crunch
wraps for a ll."
-Nicholas Smelser, Freshman

"We would fix the
potholes, widen it,
build a Target and
add a Starbucks."
-Natalie Stancil l and
Crysten 01 ive r,
Sophmores

The Fish

Wrap

My Bond
With Bleachers
As a sportswriter, I am privileged to
relive high school every Friday night.
For good or ill, I dwell on the high
school sidelines amid the cheerleaders, the overexcited parents and the
hometown fans who barely graduated
37 years ago and have never missed a
game.
I share bleacher space with every
walk of life - from the trend-conscious teenagers to the smoky men in
overalls and carrying a can for spitting
tobacco - from the time the weather
is warm enough to wear shores until I
need a space heater and five jackers for
the November football playoffs.
Because I am still a lowly college student, I am usually assigned to the most
rural of towns, co communities that have
been slowly shrinking since the railroad
or mining business went bust 50 years
ago. Ir is in these small, vanishing Arkansas towns where high schools mean the

mo~i h .

Sports fan or
g
not,
the Friday
sch oo j sports
•
are an integral game 1s the event
parr of small
to attend or pay
the consequence
communities
of being without
where there
is little else to
friends for
do on Friday
an evening.
nights other
than cruising the Waffle House-sized
industrial district or congregating
around a vacant parking loc. High
schools create a social calendar for
everyone in the area, even if he or she
finished school decades before.
Football games on Fridays and
basketball season during the winter
commands the weekly agendas of entire populations. Sports fan or not, the
Friday game is the event to attend or
pay the consequence of being without
friends for an evening.
Assignments have occasionally Jed me
to Des Arc. Population: 1,933 and falling
I by all estimates. Sajl, the m,ighlY,green Des
1 Arc Eagles dominate the consdousn~ of
nearly everyone during football season, and
all the downtown shops display an eagle
or a green "D" painted in the window in
preparation for a playoff run. No Des Arr.
rescarnanr employee can pass inspecti;,n on
Fridays without wearing his or her green
Des Arc r-shirt.
Harding Academy drove down
to Des Arc to decide the conference
championship two years ago. By casual
estimates (turnstiles and other official
counting being nonexistent), 3,000
or more attended the game. Even fans
from surrounding rural areas flocked
to the outcome between the conference powers. Attendance was nor
really an option for chose who live for
call-in high school radio shows.
My coverage of sports has allowed
me to cross paths with scoreboard
operators, ticket takers and popcorn
vendors all over the scare bur especially
within the boarders of W hite Country.
Thar said, I was particularly saddened
to hear about the financial crisis.
Bald Knob, while not in danger
shriveling away, is in danger of!osing
its school and the Bulldogs, a sad
prospect for a town very proud and
supportive of its reruns.
I've frequented Bald Knob over the
last two years, climbing up the rickety,
winding staircase to the press box on
Fridays and catching the occasional
game in the Bulldog gym.
For a week during March, I was
basically a citizen of Bald Knob every
day while covering the Class 4A State
Basketball Tournament. I are in the
gym, I worked in the gym and had
whistles and half-crazed fans nor been
blaring in my car, I would have probably slept in the gym.
The Bald Knob people have been
great supporters of their school, especially now with the threat of losing
everything. More than that, however, I
have always found the workers willing
co copy statistics or point our the various bathroom and hospitality room
locations.
Call sports trivial. Yes, sports are
often mere games of numbers, rests of
physical skill. Yee in those small places
where the city dweller rarely treads,
sports can define the community spirit.
AMANDA PRUITT serves as the
edito r in chief for the 2007-2008
Bison. She may contacted at
akpruitt@hard ing.edu
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like many of the young men on
campus,
enjoys Facebook and
student reporter
pingpong. He enjoys several
different kinds of music and
arding University
plays the piano.
Having recently turned 17,
has the privilege of
hosting many inIkeorha began his education
majoring in Pre-Med and sings
ternational students from all
over the world. Many of these baritone for Concert Choir.
students have come to HardHe said he has found that
ing, with stories that some of
being younger than many of
us have only read in books or
the other freshman hasn't really
have seen in m ovies, in an ataffected him and that most
tempt to realize their dreams.
people really don't notice his
age. He said it is not rare for
Freshman Chuma Ikeorha
is one international student
someone his age to be attendwho has traveled to Harding college and in Nigeria the
ing in hopes of changing the
average age for a student to
graduate secondary school is
world.
Ikeorha comes from Enuga,
between 16 and 17. In fact, he
Nigeria, and is the youngest of
is a year older than most of the
five children. He has a fraternal students in his graduating class.
twin brother and life-long best
The biggest culture shock
friend who remains in Nigeria.
for Ikeorha was the cordial_ _ ... ., " ,. Ikeorha's father worked as a ity of the student-teacher
relatidnshrp'.cH e 'said·fuat ifi ' •
• ...,.. - - ~r~on 'lt a Christian hospital in the 1980~. His father's
Nigeria rhe way the teachers · '
connection with the hospital
are addressed is very' similar to
how someone may address the
was the steppingstone that led
Ikeorha to Harding. While
president or someone holdlooking at different Christian
ing a high authority, whereas
in America you can address
schools in London, Ikeorha's
father had friends from the
a teacher as if he were your
hospital that encouraged him
schoolmate.
to explore the possibility of
Ikeorha said he enjoys this
Harding. The Ikeorhas visited
change, though other changes
the campus last year and deare not as easily made. In
cided Harding was the place
Nigeria, the church services
include drums and dancing,
to be.
Ikeorha's experience at
both things he enjoys. He said
Harding and in America has
the singing and harmonizing
been a positive one so far. H e
in chapel brings him the most
has come to discover that his
joy, but he still longs for some
new favorite food is pasta, and, things left at home.

The Bison

By SARA SHABAN

H

"J miss my friends, I miss
the music in church," he said.,
After growing up with his
father being a surgeon at the
Christian hospital, Ikeorha's
desire to become a doctor
emerged when he was only 11
years old. He said he discovered his passion for helping
people after experiencing the
pain of witnessing people
hurting and dying from disease
around him.
Ikeorha does not necessar-

ily plan to return to Nigeria
after college. He would like
to do some medical missions,
but he does not intend to stay
in one place for many years.
Ikeorha said he wants to travel
and help different people in
different places, especially
Africa.
"Personally, I don't believe
I am from one country," he
said. "I want to be a doctor,
and I want to help the whole
world the best I can."
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.~. Huckeba Named Head Coach

1,.'

BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff
Pitch
I

Recipe for
D isaster
1

The Food Network has hit
an explosion of popularity as of
Late, transforming charismatic
chefs into culinary superstars.
What makes these people so
successful? Their devilish good
looks? Their superb acting
skills? How about their lessrhan-pleasing upstate New York
accents (paging Rachel Ray)?
The obvious answer: their appealing recipes.
The realm of college football
published a- pretty tasty recipe
on Sept. 1 - the recipe for a
disastrous upset. The ingredients are as follows:
• One unsuspecting team
from rhe Big Ten (Michigan)
• One very hungry Division
I-AA team (Appalachian State)
• Two blocked field goals
• 109 ,218 silent fans
Mix these together for 60
minutes, and you get a culinary
delight thick enough for the
Wolveriqes to choke on_ and _ Ronnie Huckeba instructs his players during a practice Wednesday. Huckeba was named interim head coach Tuesday.

'

rhar's precisely what they did.
I really don't know why I
enjoyed this upset so much. I
honestly have nothing against
the University of Michigan or
the stare of Michigan in general, aside from the fact that the
residents show you what part of
"Meetch-uh-gin" they're from
by presenting their hand in an
oath-like manner and pointing
to it.
I suppose the simple
thought of the college football
program with the most all-rime
wins losing ro a ream in the
same NCAA classification as
the Central Arkansas Bears
- who are two years removed
from playing your Harding
Bisons - makes me as happy
as a Harding freshman on his
or her first Quizno's and $3
Tuesday dare.
I chink the only people happier than me after Appalachian
State's monster win are the
people in Ohio. The Appalachian State bookstore can't keep
up with all of the r-shirr orders
they are getting, mostly from
the Buckeye Stare; after all,
Ohio State needs something to
cheer about after the thrashings
that Florida delivered to them
in football and basketball last
year. Sorry, Buckeye faithful
- I can't give you the pleasure
of reading about Michigan's
embarrassment without having
you relive your own.
Where do rhe Wolverines
go from here? Will they recover
and have a nice season? Will
they beat Ohio Stare for rhe
first rime since 2003? Will
they win a Big Ten title? If their
season goes downhill from here,
will they fire head coach Lloyd
Carr?
What about Appalachian
State? Will they continue to
win? Will they bring home a
third straight I-AA national
title? Will they be a I-A ream in
a few years?
I don't know the answers to
these questions, bur I do know
one thing: After such a huge
loss, the people of Michigan
need some comfort food.
Maybe Rachel Ray can whip up
one of her famous "30 Minute
Meals1' for them.
Hopefully they won't choke
on it.

•Ronnie Huckeba will
control the sidelines as
interim head coach.

"Randy Tribble is like my
brother," Huckeba said with regard
to his relationship with Tribble.
"I'm as close to him as I am to
anybody on this earth who's nor
By BRANDOl>J HIGGIN Y. immediate family."
sports,. editdr
Though the loss of Tribble is
....
a shock to everyone, the football
A dream was realized on Sept. team will niove on with Huckeba
11, but some sadness accompanied at the helm. Huckeba, formerly
that dream.
the offensive coordinator, will see
Ronnie Huckeba was named the
a slight chclnge in his duties.
interim head coach of Harding's
"I'm gonna move over and
football team Tuesday.
help the defensive guys on that
"This is a dream job for me," side of the ball," Huckeba said.
Huckeba said. "I just didn't think "Bur I'll still keep my hand in the
that dream had a poss ibility of offensive pie."
coming true."
Helping with defense will not
However, Huckebis dream was be a new task for Huckeba, who
realized after his best friend Randy served as the defensive coordinaTribble resigned suddenly afrer 13 tor for Harding for 11 seasons,
seasons as head coach.
including the 2002 season in
"I would've never chosen these which the Bisons finished with a
circumstances to become head 9-2 record, which was 2nd in the
coach at Harding University," Gulf South Conference.
Huckeba said. "Bur I can tell you
Huckeba will make his mark on
without question that I'm ready the team by bringing his coaching
for the job."
style to all aspects of the team.
Huckeba and Tribble coached He has nor been a head coach in
a high school ream together in college, but he did serve as head
Fort Worth, winning a state tide coach of Ouachita Christian from
in 1980. They were roommates in 1981-1985, including a stare ride
college, and each served as the best
sec HARNDEN page 2b
man in the other's wedding.

Coaching Staff
Adjust s

Ronnie

HUCKEBA

Changes will be made in
the.1-\ardjng football <aaching

~

staff after the resignation of

Randy Tribble.

HEAD COACH 2007
Harding, 1978
22"' SEASON AT HARDING

Interim head coach Ronnie
Huckeba will concentrate more

on defense but will still help
with the offense.
Scott Ragsdale will assume

the duties of the offensive
coordinator after working with
the offensive skills players

PERSONAL
Date of Birth: July 22, 1955
Hometown: Carrollton, Ga.
Wife: Peggy (Jones) of Shreveport, La.

since 1988.
"Scott will do a great job,"
Huckeba said. "He's been in

the press box calling plays

EDUCATION

in a lot of different offensive
systems for a long time."
James Frank, who Huckeba
said has "a wealth of experience
on offense," will still coach the
running backs.

College: Harding (1978), BA Education;
Harding (1983), M. Ed _Physical Education

PLAYING EXPERIENCE
Harding, Offensive Lineman (1973-76)
Claxton (Ga_) High School, TE/DE (1969· 72)

Dr. Clay Beason will remain
the strength and linebacker
coach, and Paul Simmons
will continue to· coach the
offensive line.
The graduate assistants

COACHING EXPERIENCE
2006-06 Harding, Offensive Coordinator
1994-04 Harding, Defensive Coordinator
1988-93 Harding, Def. Front Seven Coach
1986-87 Harding, Secondary Coach!
1981 -85 Ouachita Christian, Head Coach
1980 Ft. Worth Christian, Asst. Coach
1979 Carlisle (Ark.) High School, Asst. Coach

are Corey Fipps (offensive
line), Nathan Moreland
(linebackers), Robert Towns
(defensive backs) and Gray
Yates (receivers).
·Brandon Higgins

Man Behind
The Program
• Greg Harnden fuels
Harding athletics
By MICHAEL CROUCH
student reporter
"I don't know how he does
it."

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2007-2008 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bhiggins@harding.edu
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Jeff Montgomery I Public Relations
Greg Harnden (right) talks with President David Burks during a home football game. Harnden is in his 11th
year as Harding's athletic director, overseeing the daily operations of Harding's 15-team athletic department.

"He's been a wonderful
mentor to me."
"He never misses a game."
This has all been said about
the life of Coach Greg Harnden, Achlecic Director of Harding University. And -that is just
about the visible part.
To every job, there seems to
be some hidden value. Perhaps
no job emphasizes that more
than rhe role of Achleric Director, which Coach Harnden has
engaged full-throttle for nearly
11 years.
While many coaches curp
rendy on the Harding staff
would credit Hamden with
bringing them to where they
are today, it's easy to forget that
he has not always been there
himself.
An alumnus of both Hard-

ing University and the University of Missouri-Kansas City,
Harnden received his Master's
Degree in Education Administration in 1973. His earlier
coaching included stops in Missouri, Colorado and Arkansas,
bur finally landed at Harding
nearly two decades ago. But the
story had just begun.
In his early years at Harding, Harnden coached the
women's basketball team. Leading the ream for eight years,
twice Harnden guided the Lady
"Bisons to the NAIA national
tournament. Ar the end of
his coaching run, his record
amassed to 153-91.
When Harden made the
transition to Athletic Director,
things were in no way similar
to the way things are now.
· Ar the point when Harnden
took his position, Harding belonged co the NAIA division of
college sports. However, Harnden and orhers engineered the
move up to Harding's current
position in NCAA Division II.
sec HARNDEN page 2b
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OffseasOil No. Vacation
For: Coaching Staffs .

Guest
Column
As the football season begins
you are probably overhearing

many conversations about how
fans think their teams are going

• Mostcasual sportsfans are
unaware of the amount of
effort put into recruiting.

Morgan said.
This demands coaches to work
year-round, and deprives them of
any offseason others might think

theL~;;, whoisenteringhis 15th
season as head coach of the Bison
basketball team, understands the
The dictionary defines recruiting harsh demands of recruiting.
as a verb that means "to obtain
"Most coaches are not able to be
replacements for something lost, done in time to have supper with
wasted or needed."
their own family," Morgan said.
The art of recruiting is com- "It goes way beyond that."
monly overlooked in many sports.
To add on to the strenuous deFew people understand how mands recruiting can have, coaches
much time, effort and importance also have to worry about staying
recruiting truly demands, and within the NCAA guidelines for
the rewards that .can come along recruiting. There are multiple
with it. However, if there is any rules that recruiters must be
group that fully appreciates the sure to follow, otherwise their
literal "business" of recruiting, program can be severely punit's coaches.
ished.
Q>achesareconstandyrecruiting
. NCAA guidelines specify
for Jew prospects to berr.:r ,rheit = now ana when ·a-prospect ca'ii
team. This isn't a process that be contacted. Telephone calls,
takes place at any specific point text-messages, letters and inin time. Recruiting is something person conversations are limited
that demands time and energy to certain frequencies and dates
throughout the entire year..
during and after a player's junior
After season's end, the p~riod year. During non-contact periods
known as the offseason begins. you can call a prospect once a
However, for coaches, there is no week and must not visit a player
"off'-season. For Head.Basketball during this time. A text message
Coach Jeff Morgan and his staff, now counts the same as a phone
recruitingisayearlongprocessthat call in recruiting terms, and
takes up much of their time.
must be strictly limited.
"Recruiting has basically
These and other guidelines
turned into a 12-month deal," make the art of recruiting an even
By CHRISTOPHER O'DELL
student reporter

tougher job for coaches ofall sports.
However, coaches at a Christian
university such as Harding must
worry about many other things
that most coaches never have to
consider.
"We want to bring in guys
who are going to fit athletically,
socially, academically and spiritually with the standard we have
in place," Morgan said. "We try
hard to research the guys we recruit and talk to former coaches
of theirs, and coaches they have
played against."
These things make recruiting
an essential art a coach must
master in order to build a
successful program in today's
sports. The time and effort that
goes into recruiting often goes
overlooked by players and fans
in all sports.
·• "It delinitely demands a lot
of work and a lot of time,"
Morgan said. "By the time we get
recruiting done, ~our families are
ready to see you.
Therefore, next time
your favorite team walks off the
court victorious after a long and
hard fought game, try and
remember that the art ofrecruiting
helped lead to that win, and
the coaches are the ones who put
the countless hours into bringing
those players into their
program.
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· Fantasy Football Has
Something For Everyone
Tim Cox

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
Head basketball coach Jeff Morgan works on recruiting in his office. Morgan, along with the other
coaches, brought in several recruits during the offseason.
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to do for the upcoming season.
Will Ladainian Tomlinson lead
the Chargers to a Super Bowl?
Will the Colts make a repeat
appearance? Will the Buccaneers
defense start collecting Social
Security? Will JaMarcus Russell
ever sign with the Raiders? Why
would Nachos Libres trade
Laurence Maroney to Burks'
Bodyguards for Jay Cutler? Wait,
what was that last one?
As the NFL kicks off their
season, many fantasy football
owners around the country
are watching stats closer than
most commentators on ESPN.
Last year, fantasy football was
estimated to have 15-18 million participants and lots of
consumer-oriented companies
are playing as well.
Web browsers, newspapers,
television stations and the
NFL itself are starting their
own league areas to fight over
a $100 million business that is
growing every year.
The companies offer the
ability to start and run leagues
for free, but make money
through advertising. If players are really wanting to win a
league they can add on pay features such as live stat tracking,
professional advice and player
. projections. The popularity of
fantasy football exploded fairly
recently with the advent of the
Internet, but the history of
fantasy football goes back much
further to 1962 in Manhattan.
The Oakland Raiders were
on a three-week stretch of
games on the East Coast, and
instead of flying back and
forth they just stayed in hotels.
Boredom got to one of the
owners, and one night while he
was having dinner with several
sports writers and other members of the Raiders staff they
came up with the idea of not
only watching the stats of players but putting them together
into a team. This was similar

to rotisserie baseball leagues
but the stats were much harder
to come by. Back then the
NFL and AFL were competing ·
leagues and some papers would
only carry information on one
or the other. In one of the first
fantasy drafts a tight end was
drafted who, unknown to the
owner, had died two weeks
before from a heart attack.
The leagues gradually grew
from there; people left newspapers and went on to other
papers where they would start
new leagues. People in the
Raiders organization went on
to other teams and brought
their hobby with them. The
hobby spread over the years
but still stayed fairly small until
computers came into wider use.
Programs could be bought to
help keep track of statistics and
make scoring a lot easier. But
there were few programs and
the expense kept the average
user from participating. With
the Internet came many things,
including access to info and
automated scoring.
Fantasy football goes beyond
just watching the stats of your
favorite players. Research of
players before the draft can
help bring a championship or
a finish in lase place. Drafting
of players is all strategy and is
fun to see who you can get and
in what round before someone
else. After the draft comes the
strategy of looking at who to
start every week to give you the
highest score.
Most leagues are set up in a
head-to-head format so making
sur~ your team scores high can
ensure a place in the playoffs.
There are many variables that
people put into their leagues
to make it more interesting for
those participating. There are
keeper leagues, where you have
a set number of players you
keep from the previous season,
dynasty where you keep all
your players and redraft where
you completely start over every
year. Leagues have even put in
rules like if one of your players
gets arrested, you start with
negative points that week. It is
really up to your imagination,
thus fulfilling the fantasy side.
I have been playing fantasy
football for 10 years, starting
when I had to look up the stats
of all my players and submit
point totals to the commission-

N

Fantasy footbal I is a

fun way to get together
with friends, both near
and far.
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er every week. Since then I have
been in about 25 leagues, and
during that time I have won
four of them - not really the
best of records, but my motto
has become, "there is always
next year." I like the time that
is put into research of players and guessing who will be
best for the upcoming season.
I am a die-hard Redskins fan
but fantasy football has made
me a better fan of professional
football in general.
Fantasy football is a fun way
to get together with friends,
both near and far. I am in a
league with a bunch of guys in
Knights Social Club, and we
have one guy who is a missionary in Togo and another who
is a teacher in China. The Internet has made the world so small
that even with that distance
these guys can find the info
they need and be very competitive in the league. Personally, I
like fantasy football better than
baseball or basketball because
with those sports you have
to change out a team almost
every day, while with football,
a person can be competitive by
just checking on their team a
couple times a week.
It is not too late to give
fantasy football a try. Leagues
start up all the time and most
of the sites will even do an automated computer picking for
you if you don't want to try live
drafting yet. Sometimes that
can help since some super-fans
don't look beyond their own
team to make a pick. The NFL
Nerwork has some great com- 1'
mercials about fantasy football,
and if you don't have that, then
look them up on YouTube. I
love giving advice about fantasy
football, and if you are in a
league with me, then I would
say you should get as many
kickers as possible. I think we
all know kickers are the key to
a championship.
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TIM COX, an adjunct instructor, is a guest columnist for
The Bison. He may be contacted at tcox@harding.edu

Huckeba: New Coach Realizes His Dream

5

CONTINUED from page 2a

and a Louisiana Class A Coach
of the Year award.
"I'm gonna put my stamp on
this; I'm gonna do it my way,
and that's the only way I can
do it," Huckeba said about his
coaching style. "We might make
some changes - we'll just have
to wait and see."
Huckeba also spoke very
highly ofhis coaching staff, which
includes James Frank and Scott
Ragsdale, who are in their 20th
season at Harding.
"I have full and complete
confidence in my staff," Huckeba
said. "In the grand scheme of
things we still have a really good
coaching staff."
The players will also play a role

in the process of the mid-season
coaching change.
"I also have full and complete
confidence in the guys on this
football team," Huckeba said.
''They believe in Harding, and they
believe in Harding football."
Huckeba also believes in
Harding football. He's been a
member of the Harding coaching staff for 22 years, and he
also lettered four years for the
Bisons, including the 1976 Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference
championship season. His ties
to Harding help to drive him
under the circumstances that
have been given co him.
"I've been associated with
Harding football as a player and

a coach for 27 years," Huckeba
said. "I bleed black and gold
- I love Harding football, and
I kno~ what Harding football
needs.
As the season moves on,
Huckeba will also rely on God
to help him in his new coaching
position.
"I have full and complete
confidence that I can do this job
with the help of God," Huckeba
said.
Though he is confident about
the whole season, Huckeba
stresses the fact that overcoming adversity will take time and
patience.
"We're gonna go forward one
day at a time."

6
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Harnden: -Athletic Director Is Vital Asset
CONTINUED from page 2a

Along with this move, Harnden
is also responsible for upgrading
our competition, as the Bisons,
who were once members of the
Lone Star Conference, are now
members of the more competitive
Gulf South Conference.
If Harnden is asked what has
been the most important improvement to the program during his
tenure, his likely response will
concern the refurbished, like-new
playing fields.
"Our facilities are among the
best in the Gulf Soutli Conference," Harnden said.
That is good not only for the
players, but also for fans and
recruiting. As a direct result of
the improvements made under
Harnden, Harding has set numerous attendance records in the
Rhodes Field House, the home of

the Rhodes Rowdies.
Also, if there have ever been
questions as to who to credit for
the pro-play field that accommodates the football team and, on
occasion, the men's and women's
soccer teams, once again, Harnden
is responsible.
There are numerous other accomplishments to be credited to
Harnden, whether it be the baseball
field or the soccer program, but
perhaps what should be no surprise
at all are his relationships with
his fellow department members, .
both young and old.
His friendships are long and
storied with the coaching legends
of Harding, with men like coach
David Elliott, but also his influence
is seen on a different level with
many of the young coaches.
Coach Jeff Morgan recalls his

golfou'tings with Harnden, saying
that each time out would be filled
with a laugh, a few good swings
and a story to tell.
Coach Greg Harris recalled one
unique story about Harnden.
After a game one night, Harris was walking and talking with
a friend who was a coach from
another university. During the
conversation, Harris received a
call from Harnden. After taking
the call, Harris was asked who the
call was from. After explaining that
his Athletic Director had called
to make a personal check-up, the
opposing coach was baffled.
"My AD. would never do that
for me," the coach said.
Harris is grateful for Harnden.
"I'm just blessed to have him
as my boss."

• Became •F
Harding'
s alHime
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leader iffgo a ls sco red
Sept. 9.
• Led Laqy Bisons over
Divisio n I Austin Peay -Harding's seco nd-ever
victory over a
Division I s chool.,
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Fantasy Football Has
mething For Everyone
Tim Cox

Guest

Column
the fuorball season begins
probably overhearing

1

conversations about how
ink their tea.JTis are going
·r the upcoming season.

.dainian Tomlinson lead
;ers to a Super Bowl?
e Colts make a repeat
cc? Will the Buccaneers

start collecting Social
ty? Will JaMarcus Russell
''.gn with the Raiders? Why
Nachos Libres trade
nee Maroney to Burks'
ards for Jay Cutler? Wait,
was that last one?

the NFL kicks off their
n, many fantasy football
rs around the country

arching scats closer than
commentators on ESPN.
year, fantasy football was
ared to have 15-18 millparticipants and lots of

umer-oriented companies
laying as well.
reb browsers, newspapers,
'ision stations and the
itself are starting their
league areas to fight over
00 million business that is
ing every year.
e companies offer the
ty

to start and run leagues

.fee, but make money

ugh advertising. If playre really wanting to win a
e they can add on pay fea-

:uch as live stat tracking,
ional advice and player
')ections. The popularity of
tasy football exploded fairly
!ently with the advent of the
:ernet, but the history of
tasy football goes back much
ther to 1962 in Manhattan.
The Oakland Raiders were
a three-week stretch of
es on the East Coast, and
tead of flying back and
th they just stayed in hotels.
·redom got to one of the
ners, and one night while he
shaving dinner with several
lorts writers and other memrs of the Raiders staff they
e up with the idea of not
ly watching the stats of play'S but putting them together
to a team. This was similar

to rotisserie baseball leagues
but the stars were much harder
to come by. Back then the
NFL and AFL were competing ·
leagues and some papers would
only carry information on one
or the other. In one of the first
fantasy drafts a tight end was
drafted who, unknown to the
owner, had died two weeks
before from a heart attack.
The leagues gradually grew
from there; people left newspapers and went on to other
papers where they would start
new leagues. People in the
Raiders organization went on
to other teams and brought
their hobby with them. The
hobby spread over the years
but still stayed fairly small until
computers came into wider use.
Programs could be bought to
help keep track of statistics and
make scoring a lot easier. But
there were few programs and
the expense kept the average
user from participating. With
the Internet came many things,
including access to info and
automated scoring.
Fantasy football goes beyond
just watching the stats of your
favorite players. Research of
players before the draft can
help bring a championship or
a finish in last place. Drafting
of players is all strategy and is
fun to see who you can get and
in what round before someone
else. After the draft comes the
strategy of looking at who to
start every week to give you the
highest score.
Most leagues arC set up in a
head-to-head format so making
sure your team scores high can
ensure a place in the playoffs.
There are many variables that
people put into their leagues
to make it more interesting for
those participating. There are
keeper leagues, where you have
a set number of players you
keep from the previous season,
dynasty where you keep all
your players and redraft where
you completely start over every
year. Leagues have even put in
rules like if one of your players
gets arrested, you start with
negative points that week. Ir is
really up to your imagination,
thus fulfilling the fantasy side.
I have been playing fantasy
football for l 0 years, starting
when I had to look up the stats
of all my players and submit
point totals to the commission-
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Better Audio System Improves Listening Experience
By JORDAN PENCE

Experiencing the band live
is an experience that can't be
duplicated, not even on the
most expensive stereo. However, while a normal stock stereo
in a car is far from ~his experience, an upgraded aftermarket
stereo can certainly bring that
concert experience closer to
home.
A complete aftermarket
stereo consists of several
parts and can be as simple or
complex as is desired. A good
car sound system consists of a
source unit, amplifiers, sound
processors, speakers, subwoofers, a good electrical system
and most of all, a good install.
With all these components
in place, music is not simply
heard, but felt.
A so~rce unit, usually referred ro as a CD player, deck,
radio or head unit, is what

student reporter

Fantasy football is a
fun way to get together
with friends, both near
and far.
Tim Cox
er every week. Since then I have
been in about 25 leagues, and
during that time I have won
four of them - not really the
best of records, but my motto
has become, "there is always
next year." I like the time that
is put into research of players and guessing who will be
best for the upco ming season.
I am a die-hard Redskins fan
but fantasy football has made
me a better fan of professional
football in general.
Fantasy football is a fun way
to ger together with friends,
both near and far. I am in a
league with a bunch of guys in
Knights Social Club, and we
have one guy who is a missionary in Togo and another who
is a teacher in China. The Internet has made the world so small
that even with that distance
these guys can find the info
they need and be very competitive in the league. Personally, I
like fantasy football better than
baseball or basketball because
with those sports you have
to change out a team almost
every day, while with football ,
a person can be competitive by
just checking on their team a
couple times a week.
It is not too late to give
fantasy football a try. Leagues
start up all the time and most
of the sites will even do an automated computer picking for
you if you don't want to try live
drafting yet. Sometimes that
can help since some super-fans
don't look beyond their own
team to malce a pick. The NFL
Network has some great com- ·1 11 ' '
mercials about fantasy football,
and if you don't have that, then
look them up on YouTube. I
love giving advice about fantasy
football, and if you are in a
league with me, then I would
say you should get as many
kickers as possible. I think we
all know kickers are the key to
a championship.

•
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M u s i c is an aural
treat, a euphonious set of vibrations
designed to please the ear and
to please the mind. Music can
be encountered in two ways: it
can be heard, and it can be felt.
Sure, hearing it can be just fine,
but it's just not the same unless
it's felt as well. Imagine listening to your favorite song on a
clock radio. You hear the beat,
you hear the lyrics, the melody
and the solos, but it's lackluster;
it's dull and Hat. Now imagine
seeing that band concert, standing at the front of the crowd.
You feel the kickdrums pounding against you; the guitar riffs
send cold chills up your spine.
The bass guitar reverberates
in your chest and the vocals
resonate in your ears.

feeds the rest of the sound
system its signal. Like the rest
of the sound system, it can be
very simple Ol' very complex.
Most radios do the basics:
play CDs, tune into the radio
and maybe have an auxiliary
input for an MP3 player. Some
source units are very complex,
though, and have features
that can extensively shape
the sound to give the user
a more concert-like experience. Furthermore, additional
processors, like equalizers or
crossovers, can be installed to
further shape the sound.
Of course, to really feel the
music, stock speakers won't
do; they are made of cheap
materials and lack the punch
of upgraded spealcers and
an added subwoofer. Good
aftermarket speakers sound
better because they aren't

Cuzzin's Worth The Drive

designed to be as cheap as
possible like stock spealcers are.
Aftermarket speakers are made
from durable materials; they
have higher power handling,
greater mechanical limits and
separate woofers and tweeters,
which allow for more accurate
reproduction. A subwoofer is
necessary to add that low-end
rumble and punch that is the
driving force behind that "live"
feeling. However, without the
proper enclosure, an expensive
subwoofer can sound bad,
while with the right enclosure,
a cheap subwoofer can sound
like a million bucks.
To provide the juice for
all the speakers and subwoofers, amplifiers are needed.
Sure, speakers can sound good
without an external amplifier, but that extra power will
really bring them to life. A

/'loney -l'or P•zt."
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"' b;-' ¥;htory7
well as attached to many dorm
room doors, and I decided to
order the first item offered: a
hotdog with ketchup, mustard
and relish. Adria ordered a
hotdog and fries, and Anthony
wanted a hotdog with coleslaw
on it and a gyro.
We sat at a table while we
waited for our food. Though
on the small side, the restaurant
had a cheerful atmosphere,
perhaps because of the bright
decor, and was exceptionally
clean. Outside it was a hot
September afternoon, but
inside the temperature was very
comfortable. We elected to stay
inside and enjoy the air conditioning, but in front of the
building three rabies, complete
with red- and white-striped
umbrellas, were available.
Our food was prepared
quickly. I was surprised when I
saw my hotdog; the relish was
bright green. We couldn't agree

By LESLIE GILES
features editor
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seven ffiiles away from
Harding University,
uzzin's is not exactly
on the beaten path. However,
its location should not discourage students from venturing
there for a meal.
On Saturday I went with
my sister, Adria, and my fiance,
Anthony, to try out this new
place I'd heard about from both
students and faculty. It wasn't
difficult to find. Talce Main
Street until it intersects with
Highway 36, then go west on
Highway 36 approximately six
miles. You'll see .Cuzzin's on the
left.
A friendly cashier welcomed
us when we walked in the door.
I already knew what I planned
to order. Cuzzin's menus have
been posted on nearly every
bulletin board on campus, as
Ii - ~ ·-: ...... ~

n
, ,........ -" - ,.,,rj'

...,

1>lr-1 ..... "'1 ""1

on exactly what shade of green
it was (the choices were lime or
kiwi), but it tasted like normal
relish. The bun was soft and
had poppyseeds on the top. The
ratio of ketchup, mustard and
relish to hotdog was perfect. It
had enough for flavor, but not
so much that it oozed out of
the bun whenever I took a bite.
Adria shared her fries, which
were thin, crispy and delicious.
Anthony's gyro - thin-sliced
seasoned roast beef. tomatoes
and onions on a pita - was
good, and he liked the coleslaw
on his hotdog.
We enjoyed lunch, with
good food in a pleasant environment. Because Cuzzin's is in
a quiet location, it had a more
laid-back feel than places in
town, especially those on Race
Street. Though it rook a bit
more effort to eat at Cuzzin's
than somewhere closer, it was
worth the drive.
+·-·-
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ment, aiming, sound deadening and tuning. A person can
have several thousand dollars
invested in a sound system,
bur if the spealcers are haphazardly thrown in the doors and
the subwoofers are in small.
poorly tuned enclosures, it will
sound like a cheap system. But
properly installed, an inexpensive sound system can sound
like it's Worth much more.
A good car sound system
can take normal, bland music
and bring it to life. A good
combination of a source unit,
processors, speakers, subwoofers and amplifiers really allows
the user to feel the music.
Why only hear music when
it can be experienced ? After
hearing music reproduced in a
manner that is truly an experience, simply hearing the music
doesn't cut it anymore.

head unit's internal amplifier
is good for about 15 watts of
clean power per channel. Most
external spealcer amplifiers
pack at least 50 watts or so and
go up to several hundred warts
per channel. Subwoofer amplifiers tend to produce more
power than speaker amplifiers
and range in power anywhere
from a couple hundred watts
to several thousand watts.
To provide ppwer for the
amplifiers, though, a good
el.ectrical system is needed. To
support the extra current draw,
a car may need something as
simple as a bigger battery, or
it may need a new alternator, several extra batteries and
some extra wiring installed
underneath the hood.
The installation of the
equipment is most important.
This includes proper place-
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TIM COX, an adjunct instructor, is a guest columnist for
The Bison, He may be contacted at tcox@harding.edu
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There are 5,744 students
on Harding's main campus ...
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• Became Harding's all·time
leader in goals scored
Sept. 9.
• Led Lady Bisons over
Division I Austin PeayHarding's second-ever
victory over a
Division I school.
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Opening Act Steals Show
By ZACH WILKERSON

blah." Overall, WSO started
the concert off strong and were
enjoyable enough to prompt
me to buy their EP.
Next up was Five Times
August, which to my surprise is just one guy, kind
of like Five for Fighting.
One has to wonder what's
up with musicians tricking
people into thinking they're
a band. Singer/guitarist Brad
Skistimas connected with
the crowd immediately by
introducing each song with a
funny story about the song,
usuaJly about breaking up or
telling your significant other
the dreaded four letter "L"
word. For the most part, I
found Skistimas' songs to be
like anything else you would
find on top 40's radio.
However, several factors
such as his ability to connect
with the audience, his skill
with guitar and his performance of the "Fresh Prince
of Bel-Air" theme song easily
made him the star of the show
in my opinion.
As I said earlier, I was not
a big Mat Kearney fan going
into this concert. This has not
changed. Although he and his

student reporter

A

NOAH DARNELL J Public Relations
Singer/Songwriter Brad Skistimas of Five Times August performs Sept. 6 in the Benson Auditorium. Wild
Sweet Orange and Five Times August opened the concert that Mat Kearney headlined.

I was walking through
the student center a
ouple of weeks ago, I
saw a booth advertising the
"The Pass." Being a bright
eyed freshman, I immediately laid down $30 for this
magical piece of plastic that I
was sure would pay for itself.
Along with the pass came a
free ticket to the first concert
of the school year. I wasn't
a Mat Kearny fan - I had
never heard of him until that
moment - but I wasn't about
to not use a free concert ticket.
So last Thursday night I was
one of the many Harding
students waiting' to enter the
Benson for a night of auditory
enjoyment.
The concert opened with
Wild Sweet Orange, hailing
from Birmingham, Ala. WSO
came out strong with high
spirited songs and intense guitar playing. Being the opening
band,, WSO had a fairly small
set consisting of five songs.
One song really got the crowd
going with the fun, however
corny, refrain of "Blah, blah,

band are very talented, there
just wasn't anything that made
the music special, no hook to
differentiate it from anything
else out there. However, at
some points several of his
songs exhibited an arena rock
feel, similar to that of bands
such as Coldplay, which was a
lot of fun. One of my biggest
complaints was the lack of a
connection between the audience and the band.
This jarred me a little
after getting so into Five
Times August's performance.
The highlights of Kearney's
performance were his final
song, "Undeniable," in which
he improvised a section about
Harding, and his encore performance.
From a technical aspect the
concert went very smoothly.
There were very few problems
with the equipment and instruments, and the light show really
added to the concert, especially
in Mat Kearney's portion of the
show.
Overall the concert went
exceptionally well, with high
energy music, humor and a
good atmosphere. I give it 8
blah, blah, blahs out of 10.

County Fair Showcases Arkansas Culture
clogging. I enjoy Oreos as much as the
next person, but I would never even
imagine frying one.
The concession stands also sell perennial fair favorites including hotdogs,
lemon slushes, steak fries and bloomin'
onions. Turkey legs were an addition I
hadn't seen at county fairs before. Medieval festivals and theme parks, yes, but
never at a fair. I thought people looked
ridiculous walking around and gnawing
a hunk of meat as big as their own arms.
The petting zoo features many varieties of animals, including some local and
some from other countries. There is an
incubator filled with eggs so you can
watch chickens hatch. I lost count of how
rnan.y different kinds of sheep and goats I
saw. They had cows! bulls, pigs, and geese,
chickens and turkeys. They sold cups of
food to daring souls and children who
didn't know any better than to thrust their
hands in the faces of a hungry goat.
Camouflage is the overwhelming
choice for decorative purposes. I saw camo
mailboxes, four-wheelers, signs, clothes
and keychains. The camo wasn't limited to
inanimate objects; I saw many people of
all ages sporting the pattern.
This year I went to the fair on Tuesday
because admission was free, and I saw the
whole fair in 30 minutes. Though this was
partly because I had to be somewhere at

LESLIE GILES

September9
• (1945) First instance of an actual computer
bug being found.

My
Flagpole

·I

• (1956) Elvis appeared on "The Ed Sullivan
Show" and drew more than 54 million viewers.

f yoi.i happen to drive by Berryhill
Park this week, you might notice
heavier than usual traffic. It's not
because people are taking advantage of
the cooler weather. The fair has come to
town.
Every year, the White County Fair
brings a rush of energy to Searcy, drawing large crowds of people. For residents
of White County, the fair offers a fun
event in their own town. For Harding
students, it provides an educational look
at Arkansas culture.
The White County Fair is relatively
small, compared to the fairs I'm used
to attending. It features everything one
expects to be an element of stereotypical
Arkansas life - fried foods, livestock
and hunting.
Last year at the fair was the first time
I'd ever heard of fried Twinkies or fried
Oreos. I was stunned to learn you could
take something already bad for your
health and make it even more artery

September 10
• (1846) Elias Howe patented his sewing
machine.
September 11
• (1609) Henry Hudson landed on Manhattan
island.
· • (2001) World Trade Center hit by hijacked
planes.
September 12
• (1979) Hurricane Frederick hit Mobile, Ala.,
killing 5 and causing $23 million damage.
I

• (1994) A Cessna crashed in the White House
front lawn.
September 13
• (1989) "Les Miserables" opened at Fisher
Theatre in Detroit, Mich.

The Bison Crossword
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September 14
• (1872) Britain paid U.S. $15 million for
damages caused during Civil War

6:00 and I didn't get to the fair until 5:00,
I think it had a lot to do with the fact
that I exhausted the wonders of the White
County Fair last year.
I had to gather examples of public
relations materials for my PR Principles
class, and we were encouraged to use the
fair as a resource. I wandered through
the exhibition hall, gladly accepting any
handout and asking for anything else on
the table. I talked to local business owners about pest control, air conditioning,
saunas and window treatments in the
hope of receiving something I could use
for my project. I ended up with a plastic
bag full of fliers, pamphlets, brochures,
pens and random items branded with
the companies' logos. Among the most
·interesting items were the fans from the
funeral homes, the bandage holder from
emergency rescue services and a shiny
badge sti~ker that declared I was "Stranger Smart.
The White County Fair is a unique
experience, and I encourage those who are
able to attend to do so, particularly freshmen. Students will gain a new perspective
on Searcy that will be useful during their
time at Harding, and they will have fun
in the process. Go with a group of friends
or take a date. Just go with. an open mind,
a sense of humor and a desire for a good
time.

Answers To Last Week's Crossword

d Satutda

September 15
• (1992) Ted Weiss, despit~ dying on 14th, won
a congressional New York City seat.
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The Bison is circulated to a 4,000+ local
primary readership, and 1,500+ nationally.
As a popular student publication, the Bison is
a perfect avenue of exposure to the college
market.
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For more information please contact:
Adrienne Brenon, Business Manager
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